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The mew face of GoEvocaMom

Feature

By CHTTRALEKHA ZUTSHI
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Changes over the
summer
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Out of the many novel renovations one observes this fall around
campus, die one carried out with the
most fanfare was the 1993 Convocation, which formally convened yet
another year of education at Wooster.
One of the important events mat
preceded the convocation this year
was me seniorclass photograph taken
in the Kauke lawns.
Sweating under their graduation
robes in the blistering beat, amidst
shouts of "move closer together,"
and "hurry up, take the photograph,"
the seniors were caught in various
expressiorisofdisccnforupride,and
happiness.
The coirvocationitselfbegan with
the call to convocation by the Scot
Pipers. Then the seniors solemnly
processed into the chapel, trying their
very hardest to appear as sedate as
possible in the face of the immense
privilege of being the first senior
class to be honored in such a
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The main body

of the

convoca- -

tion was composed of speeches
which stressed the concepts of unity
g
activin diversity and
ity, calling upon students to play an
active role in bringing about a world
never-endin-

Sam tours Wooster
page 10
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Seniors Matt Seaman,Chris Johnson, Josh
Chris Bond, and Jessica Amburgey descend the steps into
McGaw Chapel for the College's 1993 Convocation.
adopting a suicidal position towards
As Wijesekera quoted, "It is an away from reality, and ultimately, to
historical and cherphenornena. This easy, and therefore seductive, way resigning oneself to it" ;
suicidal position comes from lookof seeing the world and history. But
please see CONVOCATION
ing at events around one as inconvebeit is extremely dangerous
page 2
niences.
cause it inevitably leads to a turning
Efa-o-
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Smoking policy expands Class of '97 shocks Wooster

Sports
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where people respected each other
and the earth.
Vaclav Havel 's remarks, read by
Nirvan Wijesekera, warned against
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Fall previews
page 16

Editorials, columns
and letters to the
editor in

Viewpoints
page 6

Lowry, Kittredge smokefree

with large number

By ANDY DUKER

By TODD LEWIS

A suggestion made by the Student GovernmentAssociation board
two years ago resulted in a new
policy put into effect August 1, prohibiting smoking in Lowry Student
Center and Kittredge Halt The policy, originally suggested
school year, has been
in the 199
in the works for several years. In a
poll taken last year, more students
favored the policy than opposed it
"This was a decision long in the
making," said Deborah Hilty, secretary of the College. She said many
people helped with the decision, including the President's staff. Student opinion also played a large role.
Even so, some students do not
don't
agree with the new policy.
Sarah Morron said.
like it," first-ye"Ithiiucit'stousy.everyone has rights
including smokers."
On the other side of the debate,
Becky Mullin 94 agreed with the
think it's great, it
new policy.
in every
banned
should be
1--

92
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As for the consequences of breaking the policy, Hilty said that there
will be no fines or penalties. As the
new Handbook of Selected College
Policies states, Enforcement is dependent upon moral suasion, and all
members of the College community
who smoke are encouraged to ask
anyone violating the policy to respect the health of others by abiding

by it"

Some students seemed to accept
student Marie
the policy. First-yeHLavin, a smoker, said think it's
good, because more people are here
that don't smoke than do."
"I had more complaints about
Lowry," said Howard Raber, director of dining services. "Kids sometimes couldn't find a place to sit in
sections."
Other buildings in which smoking is prohibited except in specified
ar

1

non-smoki- ng

areas

are Andrews Library,

Armington Physical Education
Art Museum, GaultAlumni
Center, Mateer Hall, Scheide Music
Center, Scovel Hall and Severance
...
HalL
Cen-ter.Fri-

ck

As many upperclass students
might have noticed, faculties were

somewhat cramped during this
student orientation.
year's first-yeLines at the dining halls seem to
ar

...

be larger than normal. First-yestudents have been crammed into
triple rooms which, before this year,
were not residences at all, but rather
smoking lounges. The cause of these
long lines, cramped rooms and genstueral inconvenience to first-yedents and upperclass students alike?
To date, more than 560 first-yestudents have been registered, a figure which represents a class more
than 100 people larger than an average incoming class.
Noel Blyler, director of admissions, explains why the class is so
large as follows: letters of acceptance are sent out based on how
many of those people the Admissions Office expects to attend. This
figure was expected to be approxibased on information
mately
from previous years. Instead, over
ar

ar

ar

25,

30 of those accepted wished to
attend, with over 600 people returning deposits.
Of those who returned deposits,
566 have registered for classes.
When asked if this large number of
registering students posed any problems to his office. College Registrar
Glenn Davis responded, "No, because the Dean of Faculty, Susan
for
Figge, and the
Academic Affairs, Stan Hales, and I
anticipated the Size of the incoming
class and contacted the department
chairs to make adjustments in course
offerings."
When asked what impacts there
would be in the long term, Davis
responded that such effects could be
Vice-Preside-

nt

negated by providing sufficient
courses to serve the class.
Similarly, Howard Raber, director of food service, did not foresee
anyparticular problem posed by such
a large class. According to Raber,
since the total size of the student
body is increasing by very little, due
please see CLASS OF 97, page 3
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Copeland!: sMis5;gba!s

NewsBriefs

Seminar may
, review of First-Yeoccur, as was suggested by tanner
"Everything to me seems to be in Dean of Faculty Yvonne Williams."
Copeland noted mat the College
year acaplace to have a first-rat- e
periodically reviewed and
Henry
has
demically." said President

By JUDY NICHOLS

NATIONAL

Copeland in an interview last week.
With his announced retirement
planned for after the 1994-9- 5 aca-

The Pentagon put forth its plan for the military as the US. moves into the
and
d
War era. The Pentagon plans to focus on a strong
Navy while ground troops will be diminished.
its forecast for the country's
The Clinton Administration has
Due to
from 3.1 to
year,
down
1993
fiscal
the
for
growth
economic
this unforseen drop in growth, the deficit is not expected to be reduced io$180
billion by 1998 as lo the Clinton Administration as predicted.
Air-For- ce

post-Col-

ar

demic year, Copeland discussed
goals and an outlook for his last two
years as president of the College.

re-evalua-ted

2.1.

Panicularryimportamtohim.be said,
are maintaining a strong academic
program and working on the development campaign begun last yearby
the College's trustees. '

INTERNATIONAL

Copeland emphasized an acaIsraeli and Arab negotiators are close to an agreement as bom sides meet in

Washington mis week. The peace plan, consisting of mutual recognition of
both thePLO and Israel is strongly supported by leaden on bon sides. The plan
conflict.
represents a large step towards the resolution of the Arab-IsraAlihough an accord seemed close in Bosnia, peace talks broke yesterday.
The opposing factions failed to come to an agreement as to how to partition
the country. The Muslim faction was apparently unhappy with the failure
of the plan provide them with access to the coast. The Muslims were
criticized lor demanding excessive amounts of land. Fighting is expected to
increase due to the failure of the talks.

demic program that is suitable and
challenging for all students, includstuing both seniors and first-yedents. To ensure this, be noted, the
College has planned to review each
academic department over the next
several years. Three departments
win be reviewed this year, he said.
Gxxrfruting to the academic program will be the new Dean of Fac-

National and mtfrnational news briefs compiled by BETHWHJEE
with information from The Wall Sora Journal

Copeland expressed enthusiasm. He
said that, under Figge's tenure, a

ar

eli

ulty Susan Figge, about whom

ts
changed the course for first-yeover the past decades. Taken
into consideration, under such a review, is the basic format and fundamental approach of the course, be
said.
policy review that
A
might take place mis year. Copeland
said, is that of Greek issues. Although extensive reviews on the sub-jewere conducted by several College groups last year, be noted that
the trustees report on sections and
clubs was not received until late last
spring.
Since the trustees' report outlined
and updated fundamental definitions
for sections and clubs. Copeland
suggested that appropriate campus
groups may want to review this report and its implications for other
policies involving Greeks.
When asked if any review ofjudicial procedures and policies would
take place this year, in light of a
ar

non-acade-
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Convocation
tininimj from front page
The way to go about avoiding
sochapositkio was to make a conscious attempt to imderstand other
cultures so as to facilitate the creation of a metaculture where every
peoples' right to existence would be
guaranteed.

ReverendBarbmBattm'sprayer
for the college similarly asked for a
deliverance from apathy. She prayed
to lead is into a tease of solidarity"
and to utilize our skuTs and experiences to serve for the betterment of
humanity.
Lauren Cohen, president of the
Student Government Association,
gave an inspiring speech, especially
for the incorning clan, titled "Under
She invoked the
Construction."
Cm-yea-r
class to continue to build
upwards in their four years at colic because their experience would
be as positive as they wanted to

makes.
This day of convocation, she said,
"marks the started something new"
for everyone; the start of each
individiial'srenovation project She
reminded the audience of the most
important part of a construction
project "the support columns"
or the friends they hive made or win

makeatWooster.
She asked them all to look back
at their Irves several yean from then
and marvel at the wonders they had
achieved. nct!wtrrfuliTiffsthy had
lost .The appropriate finale came
with Stanton Hales' speech Three
Questions" which struck at the very
heart of the meaning of existence,
especially existence man institution
of learning like Wooster.
- His first question was, "What are

we doing here?" "Education is a
way of life, not a product." he said
students
and called on the first-yeto make use of the opportunity ooK
lege provided them with to, enrich.
society as much as they would be
enriched by
ar

far scholarships and endowed
igh-prof-

ne

-
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Before retiring as president.
Copeland said that he hopes to
longer-rang- e
planning for
the next period in theCoSese life.
StahCiry,hesaid,bimportar along
with determining how to achieve
and sustain thisatabiaty.
nn-dert- ake

.!

ar

m-vo- ked

posi-

tions for faculty members. Endow- -.
ing lectures ii another option, in
speakers
order to bring
to csinpus
Copeland expressed special interest in endowing a fund for senior
independent study. This is in order
that students may have necessary
fundLig routinely available to them.
Such a fund, he said, would make it
easier to make a significant grant to
a student.

ar

i

Li-bri- rv.

go toward endowments such as those

A beginning could be made
Seminar where
through First-Yeviews should be expressed boldly
even if they were diametrically opposed viewpoints. Another important question be threw out to the
audience was How much and what
to know?"
A liberal education would help
people realize what to pot on "their
own indiridual list" of knowledge.
According to him the knowledge
learned at college would be of use
only if it enabled individuals to see
y
what others could not
students
He called the first-ye"among the best and brightest in
their generation;" in; Wooster to help
others and themselves achieve a
knowledge that would enrich the
world.
Hales recognized the faculty as
"humans and professionals" who
would guide students and expose
them to some of the best of knowl-edg- e
that has been written. He
caning upon the first-yeclass to be brave and to beware of
ckrafd mTdf
President Henry Copeland recognized faculty members who had
achieved promotions and also
student leaders for recognition. As the audience filed out with
the recessional, the atmosphere was
charged with a sense of solidarity.
This convocation, for the first
time, made one feel an important
and integral pan of a community.
con-duded- by

faction with the present system,

Copeland said he did not "have any
plans to raise that as an issue."
He noted, however, that a recent
nationwide campus trend views college judicial systems as "eyewash,"
in which students are not treated as
adults. Some colleges and universities have eliminated college judicial
systems and instead have referred
certain cases to the local authorities,
be said.
"I think we have to have some sort
of judicial system," Copeland said,
but emphasized that for serious cases,
"we prefer that they go downtown."
He noted that specifics of the current
judicial system could change if a
review were conducted.
In considering what be hopes to
accomplish before retiring as president, Copelarkl said he would like to
see the trustees development campaign "a long way down the road."
Funds obtained from the campaign
will go toward building projects that
include a redesigned Andrews
renovations to the Severance
Chemistry Building, and changes to
Severance Art Building and Frick
Art Museum.
Copeland noted that if the campaign runs successfully, work on
Andrews Library may proceed as
early as next spring or summer.

.
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stu-den-

trustee meeting last sprina in which
several students expressed dissatis- -

I
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Reserve your copy of Wooster's yearbook today!

"Lasting Impressions"
The 1993-9- 4 Index

will be available at the activity fair for 2lx $25 per book.

Look for the Index table to secure your copy.
Personalized bodes are $27.
Cash and checks will be accepted.

,
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Wooster welcomes new Bright future for card key syste
associate dean of students
-

By SEAN HARRIS

By ELIZABETH PTJTERBAUGH
The new Associate Dean of Students, Carolyn Buxton, said she has
enjoyed the relaxed atmosphere she
has encountered thus farat Wooster.
"Coming from the New YorkCity
area and having to deal with all the
pressures of the city, this is sort of a
holiday!" Buxton said.
Filling a position formerly held
by Sophie Penney, who is now enrolled inadoctoral program at Bowling Green State University, Buxton
has been on campus a total of two
months.

Dean of Students

Kenneth

Plusquellec said he selected Buxton
because he was impressed by her
experience with colleges. "Carolyn
i has a tremendous background," he
said.
Previously a New Jersey resident,
Buxton spent six years as director of
student affairs at Eugene Lang College, a small undergraduate liberal
arts school in New York. While at
Eugene Lang, she organized two major orientation programs per year,
acted as the director of the student
center and directed all social and
cultural events for the students.
Despite her experience withNew
York. Buxton erew up in central

During the summer break, a new
card key system was installed at the
College, It affects many areas of

Peniisylvania, in an agricultural area
much like Wooster. She received
her undergraduate degree from Connecticut College in London, Connecticut. This is where she later
acting position
accepted a year-lon-g
with the college.
Buxton also worked as associate
dean of students at Franklin and
Marshall College in Pennsylvania.
Buxton said a desire to live in a big
city took her to Boston, where she
spentayear and ahalf at Cambridge,
and finally to Eugene Lang in New
York, which she said lacked the
"sense of community" she feels at
Wooster.
Td spent the majority of my professional career in colleges like
Wooster," Buxton expressed. "ButI
also had the advantage ofbeing somewhere slightly different"
Having successfully completed

this fall's

first-ye-

ar

student life including meals, dorm
living and even social life.
The system was created by Harco
Industries. The $100,000 system,
currently in Holden, Kenarden, and
Wagner, promises efficiency, simplicity and greater benefits to students.
The new system is in part the
plans College
result of
of Wooster officials had to "auto-matthe campus. This is partly due
toaseriesoffreak-ir- a which occured
on campus during the Thanksgiving
and winter breaks of the 3 academic year, causing tens of thousands of dollars in property loss and
heightened concerns of personal
safety.
The plans were finalized when a
committee from the Student Government Association, beaded by
Senator Dan Ephraim, pushed for
better security measures to alleviate
student concerns over the burglaries.
To use the system, all "readers"
are connected to the administrative
main frame. Card holders simply
slide their initialized card through
one of trie "readers" located outside
of the specified dorms. The "reader"
then reads the card and records the
pre-existi-

to transfers, dropouts, and the large
size of the graduating class, there
will be very little change in the demands placed upon Food Service as
a result of mis class. Accordingly,
service to students and available seating at the two dining halls should be
little different from last year.
Lauren Cohen, president of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) comments that "The large
class is going to place a large demand on SGA to provide student
services. We don't anticipate it being much of a problem, but we will
always do our best to make sure that
all students are well represented and
served by the SGA."
Not all aspects of college life
have gone unscathed by this large
entering class. Betty Rea, director
of housing, commented on the extent of mis problem with "It's a challenge. We need to use maximum
occupancy, which means that we
have been forced to convert smoking lounges in Compton and Holden
to residences."
Especially damaging was the
fact that the housing office was not
aware of the large size of the incom-

orientation,

ing class until well after the

upperclass room draw, which meant
that upperclass rooms had already
stubeen assigned when first-yedents' dorm assignments had to be
ar
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which corresponds to the student card holder.
That person then has 5 seconds
and handicapped residents ten sec- onds to open the door before entry is
denied and the user would have to
start the process again. Residents of
the dorms have 24 hour access and
have limited admittance between 8 ajn. and 11p.m.
There are many benefits of the
new system. It limits access to persons not attending the College and
alerts security if doors are propped
so that they may give them immedi-at- e
attention.
Each card also carries the user's
age, making it more difficult for
minors to acquire alcohol at parties
non-reside-

student Matt Ashford
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is one
students forced to
of those first-yelive in a converted smoking lounge.
He, for one, does not think it to be
too terrible a punishment "Everyone else is envious," hesays."Just
having a kitchen is a lot of extra
space. Living in a former smoking
lounge, you would think that it would
stink, but it's alright The carpet's a
liule strange, though."
As for the impact in future years
of the size of this class, Davis and
Raber are confident that their respective departments will be able to
cope easily with any demands which
might result
Rea, however, points out that
housing will be tight for all of the
four years that the class of 97 is at
students might
Wooster. First-yewant to make plans to apply for
special option housing, as this might
help their situation. Also be aware
that competition will be intense as
more students compete for the same
number of rooms. She advises "Be
alert when the housing information
comes out; when it does come out
read it Plan ahead."
First-ye-

m

pi

92-9-

Buxton plans to interact with many
students, particularly by training and
advising the judicial board of the
Committee On Academic Standards.
She said she hopes to learn all she
can about Wooster.
"This is my learning semester,"
she said. "It's my opportunity to
familiarize myself with mis community."

made.
Even though these assignments
necessitated some creative policy decisions on her part, Rea points out
that "We have yet to start a year with
anyone on the curb or in the Ramada

ipw.

e"

Class of '97
continued from frontpage
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photo by CHERYL BECKER

Shannon Dodds 95 uses her new ID to enter Kenarden Lodge, via the
newly implemented card key system.
or at the Underground.

Being attached to the administrative mainframe means changes to the system
can be made with the stroke of a key.
Meal lines are quicker under the
new system than "burning" ID's and
memos back and forth to Mom's
Trucks top concerning students eating meals there because of conflict
during regular meal times have been
eliminated as well.
However, with most new systems there are flaws. Meals can no
longer be charged if students forget
or lose their ID. Instead, a temporary ID will be issued until the student has recovered their ID or purchased a new one at $10.
If a person recovers an ID, then
they can locate where the ID's owner
resides and thus has access to that

Wooster proves 'Coke is if with

changefrom Pepsiproducts
By NICOLE COWARD
The College's drink choices on
campus have recently changed. The
decision was made this past summer
products on camto use Coca-Col- a
pus instead of Pepsi products.
Howard Raber, director of food
service, explains the switch by statmade us a beting that "Coca-Colter offer." All drink machines in the
dormsamlthetlrink options inLowry
and Kioredge Dining Hallshave been
converted to Coke products.
Various exclamations have been
a

-

heard on campus as students noticed
the new selection of drink choices.
When asked how they feel about
the switch, two students didn't feel
the difference was enormous. Steve
Young '93 said that it was just "carbonated syrup" and that as long as
Food Service is saving money, the
change was fine with him.
Kristen Shepherd '96 said that although she had noticed the change,
she didn t think it mattered too m uch.
"I only noticed that I can't buy Dr.
Pepper anymore." She added that
Mr. Pibb is fine.
t. j r.tij i,rv? if.t o.v.
.i tut.
v.-- :

."
--

dorm whereas lost keys are harder to

linktoapartknilardorm.
"There are always flaws in a new
system," stated Dwayne Davis, director of residential life, "but the
system has done what it was supposed to do."
Davis estimates that by the end of
next summer, the campus should be
fully automated at an expense of
about $250,000 and even greater
benefits from the system will be
available.
This includes a debit card where
parents or students can place money
under the card and students can
"charge" items against the card.
LXHtipton mu is scneauiea as me
next dorm on line with the svstem.

Don't
forget Scot
Spirit Pay

and the
activity fair
onLowry
hillside!

-
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Automoble accidemt takes life
of 1993 Wooster graduate

New Dean of Faculty Figge
lessens EEC's obligations

By JUDY NICHOLS

accident, in which her car crossed
left of center on US. 42 and struck
apickup truck. The State Highway
Patrol said that her car may have
hydroplaned on the wet roadway.
DeWine's managing editor, Gary
Brock, said that DeWine had come
into the newspaper office that morning and may have been on her way
home when the accident occurred.
At the service, DeWine's father,
LL Gov. Michael DeWine, asked
people who bad anecdotes about
bis daughter to write them down
and mail them to the family.
A scholarship fund has been set
up in DeWine's memory, for graduating English majors interested in
journalism who may not have much
experience. Contributions can be
made to the Becky DeWine Fund,

. As the new dean of the faculty,
German professor Susan Figge plans
to introduce several new programs,
including one that changes the role
of the Educational Policy Committee regarding faculty positions.
Nominated and elected last February to replace Yvonne Williams,
who is now on leave after her four
year term, Figge said becoming dean
wassomethmgshehadrieverplanned
on but that the position appealed to
position."
her as a "problem-solviFigge has acted as the ccoxlinator of
the Women's Studies program, a
three-yeposition she finished last
spring, and coordinator of the Cul0,
tural Events program in the
during which she organized
an evening lecture series on topics

Xenia. Ohio, 45385.

sports and American life. These experiences, as well as her role as summer session activities director several yean ma row, she said made her

newspaper job.
Regarding journalism, "She was
Memorial services were held finally able to do what she did best."
Aug. 7 in Yellow Springs for Resaid Ryan Burgess 93,aclose friend
becca DeWine, a 1993 graduate of of De Wine's.
Lauren Cohen "94,
the College who died Aug. 4 folof
lowing a car accident Dozens of the Voice when Rebecca joined the
staff, said, "She had amazing ability
Wooster students and graduates attended the service to pay tribute to to put words together" and to bring
DeWine. described by a close friend vivid meaning, with consistency, to
as one with "a passion for friendher writing. "I was her editor," she
ship, for her friends, for writing, for said, "but I was her friend too."
listening, for Wooster, for fun and
"Classic Becky is a phrase that
for lift-Whwas used often in reference to her,
an English major at the and there are endless things that can
College, DeWine was involved with claim this definition," said Kim
the Every Woman's House program Walter 93. De Wine's roommate all
for victims of physical or sexual four years at Wooster.
abuse. After taking a course in.
"Not only hergoory.disorganized,
journalism her senior year, she sometimes crazy ways, which only
joined the staff of the Voice as the could make you love her more, but it
also includes her amazing tolerance
assistant feature editor.
Upon graduating in the spring, and patience in any given situation,
DeWine undertook a summer
her deep sincerity and concern for
Daily Ca2etu. others, and her selfless actions," she
DeWine was staying on there after said.
e
the internship as a
DeWine died at Miami Hospital
reporter
while she looked for a permanent . in Dayton about an hour after the
.

co-edit-

or

ile

The College of Wooster, co
ArneriFim Bank, 36 N. Detroit, St

in-lanshipai&-

cXenia

.

Compiled with information from
The Daily Record and The Plain

part-tim-

Dealer.,

Physical changes made to campus
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
Many improvements were made,

to the buildings and grounds of the ..
College over the summer by the Ser- vice Department as well as independent contractors.
Cliff Hofstetter, director of the
physical plant, called this summer,
"One of our busiest thatlcan recall"
In addition to the normal repairs
and upkeep that occur every summer, several larger projects were
undertaken. The tennis courts in
. front of Bissman Hall were torn out
due to an unrepairable
and arc Dcrng completely rebinltfrorn
scratch with a lakyold surface. The
new courts win be finished by October 1. by Sight Technology Inc.
The track is also being completely
rebuilt. Acceding to Bill McHenry,
athletic director, the old latex macadam surface was worn out and will
be replaced by a polyurethane surface.
The resurfacing, by Martin Surfacing. Inc., will be completed in
sub-surfa- ce

early September. Both pro jectrwere
funded by gifts from friends and
alumni of the College.
Other changes made to the Physical Education Center are new lighting in the gymnasium and in the pool
area. The lighting will save money
because it is more energy efficient
than the previous lights.
The new lights were paid for by a
gram from the state of Ohio that was

matched

--

by College funds.

Hofstetter commented that, "We are
quite fortunate in getting a number
of these projects."
Various other spots on campus received improvements. The piping
for a chilled water system for air
conditioning near Mateer Hall and
the Gault Alumni Center was completed.

The unloading driveway

at'

McGaw Chapel was redone and the
outside of the Wooster Inn and the

roof of Andrews Library were
painted. The audio-visudepartment in the library installed a satel-li- te
dish to pick up SCOLA, a for
al

eign language news broadcast on
channel seven.
Improvements were also made to
the residence halls on campus. New

By ELIZABETH PUTERBAUGH
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mid-198-

spanning genetic engineering to

think about the curriculum as a
whole, not only in relation to her
department.
"I had the opportunity to work
with; faculty from many departments," Figge said. As a result, she
said she is interested in "broad
problems."
Figge's office recendy took care
of one problem by eliminating the
Educational Policy Committee's re
cur-ricul-

post lights were placed around
Compton and Babcock Halls. Some
new windows were installed in the
L-- wing of Holden Hall and in the
basement of Babcock. At Wagner

Hall, repairs were made on the
steamline tinder the sidewalk for
added insulation.
Installed in several of the small
houses as well as in Compton and
Douglass were new fire alarm systems. This completes a dure year
project that installed smoke detec-to- rs
in all the rooms of small houses.
Another change that affects many
students is the computer card system
that allows students to unlock the
doors of Holden, Kenarden, and
Wagner halls with their student ID.
There are plans to switch the other
halls over to the card access system
in the next few years as part of the
ongoing impio vements to be rnadeon
campus.

Used Macintosh Plus for sale,
with keyboard and mouse.
$150, or best offer. Call the Voforoffice, x2598.

ar

sponsibility in faculty position recommendations. Until this past July,
the EPC, of which Figge is Chair,
voted on all requests for positions
from departments and made the
to the President. In
hopes of alleviating some of the
EPCs obligations, Figge said these
decisions about departmental positions, sizes and structures will now
fall on the Vice-- President.
The opportunity that's created
is that the EPC will have time to do
e
more
educational planning," Figge said of the decision.
Among other new ideas is a
view process for all departments, a
program that will start its beginning
round this fall. Figge said. The program will focus on three departments
a year alphabetically, rxginning this
year with Archeaology, Art and Biology, to review and analyse all
departmental curriculum. Figge said
it would take ten years to complete
one round of the departments.
In addition to the new programs,
Figge said she plans to continue providing workshops for faculty members, such as one on advising offered
this October and the biannual First-YeSeminar workshops, as well as
others. Figge said she's continuing a
"long tradition" of strong faculty
support at Wooster.
"It's my job to support the faculty in their teaching of the curriculum we've all agreed on," she said.
rec-ommendat- ions

long-rang-

ar
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The Wooster Voice
Be an important part of the
Voice

Staff positions are still available,
inclutogstaffwriteis,copyeditors

and staff photographers. The
advertising staff and circulation
staff also welcome interested
students.
FormoreinfonxMion,cantheV&c
at x2598. Or stop by the Voice's
weekly staff meetings, at 5 p.m.
Fridayinthe VbceofBce (basement

ofLowry).

September 3,

ohetWooster VnTsiSosTfcnrVbiCE News

Wooster Forum to span fall, spring semesters
Lynne V. Cheney, former chair of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities and a commentator on
current educational directions in
America, and Henry Louis Gates,
the WJ3. Du Bois Professor of the
Humanities at Harvard University,
win be among the featured speakers
for the 1993-9- 4 Wooster Forum at
the College.
Beginning its eighth year. The
Wooster Forum complements the

College's

First-Ye-

ar

Seminar, a

course designed to give all entering
students the opportunity for critical
discussion, reading and writing on a
common theme. The theme of this
year's Forum is "Knowledge, Power
and Responsibility: Moving into the
21st Century."
The Forum schedule has been expanded to include events during both

y

the fall and spring semesters. All
events are free and open to the public. Forum presentations win begin
at 7:30 pjn. and will be held in the
College's McCaw Chapel on University Street at College Avenue.
Cheney will open the Forum with
a lecture entitled Telling the Truth,"
on Thursday, Sept 9. A novelist and
widely published author, she currently is the WJL Brady Jr. Distinguished Fellow at the American
Enterprise Institute. As chair of the
National Endowment for the Humanities from 1986 to 1993. she
earned a reputation as an outspoken
advocate for improving education in
America.
Wednesday, Aug. 25
Oct. 24

Sunday,

EmmaAmos

Sunday, Nov. 7

Sunday, Dec. 12

GyorgyKadar
Sunday, Aug. 29
Focus on Film

Monday, Nov. 8
Marine Hong Kingston
Another Book of Peace
Thursday, Dec. 2
Awadagin Pratt
In Concert

Thursday, Sept 9
Lynne V. Cheney
Telling the Truth

"

Monday, Sept. 20
Charles L. Kammer III
A Field of Dreams: The Search for

a Future

Oct 7
EmmaAmos
Art Can Make You See in the Dark
Thursday,

v

Thursday, Oct 28
Mathilde Krim
Youth and AIDS

With tig, you

IPO Bulletin

Thursday, Feb. 3
Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
Will the RealMuliculturalismPlease
Stand Up!
Tuesday, Feb. 22
Dijana Plestina
Nationalism,Balkcmiiation, and War
in the Former Yugoslavia
.

For more information, call x2566.
Compiled with information from

Newsservices.

If you're feeling the need to
travel to foreign places and experience a new way of life as
you continue your education, it
is a perfect time to head over to
the International Programs Of- "
fice in Hider House (the yellow
house next to Scheide) and check
out the numerous study abroad
programs offered to all students
of any major.
Many programs do not require foreign language experience, and some allow for financial aid.
It is never to early to make
plans for next semester or even
next year. The application deadline for the 1994 spring semester is Oct. 29 and March 30 for
the 1994 fall semester.

With these, you
can save risht now
IT?)
teble Macintosh
Color Classic 480. Built-i- 109
Color Monitor and Apple Keyboard

pi'
,
i

""ii'ri

iMMifi'-'ni'-"'-

'

you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh personal computers. You can also get special stutafaancing with the
Apple Cornputer Loa- n- to make ownii a Mac even easier. To see

U.

V
r--

Apple Macintosh
IC III 480. Apple Basic
Color Monitor 6 Apple Keyboard B.

Tbal penny jar on your dresser

Now,

&

Apple PowerBook" I45B 4180.
Keyboard 6 1CT Baddi
Super Twist Monochrome Display.
Built-i- n

n

2 2,

Apple iladntosb
Centritm 610 480. Apple Bask Color
Monitor 6 Apple Extended Keyboard 1L

just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller totfay. And discover the power more college students -choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your best!

For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
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Becky DeWine
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RebecxaDeWaxisrernemberedbytheKioi
midst bat as an aspiring journalist who got her start in
Though lwdeaskMtopacsuejomTri
she more than made op for lost time with the skill of a seasoned writer and the
dedication of someone who forod her calling. A calling mat she pursued after
gradoatknontn her unrimdy death. Her feature pieces demonstrated not only
her love of her crafXbtf for her subject matter as weJL To Becky, there were
not the usual walls between writer and subject, psroculariy when that subject
was the College, which she appreciated in its many riimerisions and aspects.
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Herdeambalosstojotaiialisn
are proud to call her not simply colleague, but friend.
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Card keys
The College's installation of a card key system for three dormitories
Holden, Kenarden and Wagner - is an important step m addressing security

issues that arose last year. These security issues centered around repeated
break-in- s
arid thefts du
loss of property. Imeresungryeiuugh,however,fe
bit last year were not among the ones to receive the new system.
The addioon of campus phones at doers which are accessible by card keys
reduces the need for students to prop open dc for friends and late night pizza
deliveries, The new system records each entry into a building, including
information on time entered and card identity used. The system, though, will
not record persons who may enter along with one who actually used a card to
gain entry. Theultimate success of the system icmainstobedeterrnined.
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Ifstudentshehjmakethesystmworkbyp
cards and by not propping open doors, this system may help to safeguard
persons and property without unduly inconveniencing iriemben of the campus
community.
Students and security should remember, though, that even with increased
security measures, they should not let down their guard.
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ten-scre- en

cinematic colossus north of here.
The College offers new IDs with
magnetic strips, cappuccino, Coke
instead of Pepsi, a new track and
slabs of concrete where the tennis
courts used to be, and perhaps most
importantly, nearly six hundred new
faces.
Perhaps the only things that have
not changed are our post office box
numbers, which itself is a change.
Deeper, though less apparent than
the many cosmetic changes, may be
subtle intellectual and at&'tudinal
changes at Wooster. The speech
code has been liberalized somewhat.
The Rothenberg text is gone, replaced by a new one that is more
inclusive of varying viewpoints.
Serninar theme
The aew Fust-Yelooks to the future, not backward. It
also includes the perspectives and
ideas of those in the natural sciences.
The efforts of the administration to
have Lynne Cheney speak is encouraging not only because she is
the first true conservative in recent
memory to speak as part of the First
Year Forum, but also because she
ar

BodB.

Michael Mamson
Editorial Writers
Chris Brown, Joah Elrod,
Manfaew ftsakel Kok Kian Goo.
Man Seaman
Copy Inters
Sarah G. Poller . Peter W. Kahn
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Change is apparent everywhere in
Wooster this September. Even before arriving on campus, one may
streetscape and the new Rubbermaid

Judy Nichols

Editor

By STEFAN A. BIELSKI

outlet downtown or the
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The times, they are afchanging
have noticed the first fruits of
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had singled out the College of
Wooster Icy criticism.
Within this context of a freer,
broader and more diverse intellectual atmosphere, the Viewpoints sec-tiof the Voice hopes to encourage
free dialogue and debate that transcends classroom walls to help create the total environment of inquiry
and learning that a liberal arts col

on

lege is all about.
The aim is to fulfill the name of the
paper and of this section quite literally. We hope to seek out many
viewpoints through thebroadestbase
of opinions and perspectives.
Towards this goal, this space in
subsequent weeks will be for letters
to the editor. By placing leaen front
and center on the first page of Viewpoints, we hope to emphasize their
importance as the most direct route
for the views of the individuals who
make up our readership.
Realizing that constituencies make
up the campus community, more
extensive access to the pages of
Viewpoints win be offered to representatives of campus organizations.
Such groups have ideas that transcend their own membership and are
of value to the whole campus community. Though this should be considered an open invitation, we will
continue to solicit op-efrom interested parties.
Since visitors to mis campus sometimes have a very limited time to
share their ideas, Viewpoints win
seek op-efrom individuals brought
to campus, such as those for the First
Year Forum. Thus we are pleased
in this first issue of the Voice to
present the views of the first forum
speaker, Lynne Cheney.
As a student paper, the Voice,
the Viewpoints section, will
address important issues. Usually
we wiQ simply be a catalyst for discussion and a medium for the furthering of debate, but when necessary, viewpoints win take a stand on
those issues important to students.
It is for that reason that an editorial
board has been assembled. Made up
of a dozen or so students, the board
meets twice a week to discuss and
ds

ds

par-ocula- riy

reach a consensus on the unsigned
editorials found on the upper left
hand side of the first page of the
Viewpoints section.
Those board members have an
asterisk next to their names partially
so they may be approached by members of the campus community and
can transmit their ideas to the board.
Obviously a group of people, particularly a group of sometimes opinionated students, win not always
reach a consensus. When the board
does notreach a consensus, the board
and the editors will ask the team of
editorial writers to address those issues themselves.
Most of the team of editorial writers is new to the Voice, though not
new to the College. They bring with
them varied experiences, a fresh vision and set of ideas, and a concern
for the issues that affect the campus
and the world around us. In time
first-yestudents will join them,
hopefully allowing a continual
sion of "new blood" into the newspaper.
This year, columnists will be a
rarer and
title. ItwiUbe
reserved for those whose established
writing ability, professional manner
and demonstrated concern for student issues has manifested itself on
the Viewpoints pages for a least a
semester.
Hopefully these changes will be
bom welcomed and productive and
we will continue to evolve as the
campus grows and changes. But it is
a two way street This will work
only if these opportunities are taken
up.
So please, respond. And keep us
on our toes.
ar

hard-earn-

ed

StefanA.Bielskiis
Viewpoints Editor for the Voice.
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By JUDY NICHOLS

scmetimesthudt that God,in creating men, somewhat overestimated his ability.
:
Oscar Wilde

,

--

Including an obituary for a 1993 graduate rf Wnngter i certainly ymvhing
anticipated for the Voice's
edition. Yet even if thinking
about Rebecca DeWine's death most likely brings feelings of sadness, at the
same time it made me realize how much she has taught me.
I met Becky as others called hex last spring, when she joined the
Voice staff as the assistant feature editor. We never knew each other too
on a personal level, but I did have the cijportumtytowcfkwithher
;'
' '
closely on one edition of the newspaper.
As she spent several hoars steadfastly designing the feature section for that
week,Ipnxfread two of her articles tr she had wriu
the first time, I began to understand what makes a feature story different from
other stories.
v
This difference had never been clear to me. As a news writer, I was
accustomed to telling the facts, and to telling them concisely andlogicany.from
most important points to smaller, supporting points. It's a form of writing most
of us are accustomed to using for class papers, and much else of our writing.
So wouldn't a feature story follow this same form?
v
But as I read through her stories, I saw that she took the reader light there to
her subject, in a way that news stories rarely did. Becky elaborated on small,
interesting details, even right at the beginning of her story.'
And she didn't necessarily follow the strict, ordered pattern that I so closely
followed. Instead, she let details flow together, to take her from one point to
another. She let the subject meander, only making it more interesting.
I nrked this newfound knowledge about writing away, not expecting to need
it since, after all I still liked a more straightforwadfora of writing.
But over the summer, upon undertaking a summer internship at my local
newspaper, I found myself faced with writing a assignment that was unquestionably a feature story. So, wimablaiik computer screen starmg at ine,I drew
on the knowledge I had gained from Becky's example.
for the first time
After submitting my story, my editor complimented me
on my work. After that I delved into many more feature stories, still
following the example Becky had set. I surprised myself by not only
discovering mat I had a knack for this kmd of writtag, but that I enjoyed it, too.
When I learned ofBecky's death, it was hard to believe that someone who
had so much talent and had taught me so much was gone. Yet it has made me
even more dedicated to the form of writing that she did so well, to ensure that
her example lives on mothers.
May Becky's example live on in others, loo. Her writing is not only a guide
for me, or for newspaper staffs, but for all writers at Wooster and beyond.
Standards like hers are what I try to uphold, and what I hope beginning writers
v
look to for their own writing.
If examples such as Becky's are upheld for future generations, writing of a
high caliber will continue to be a possibility for these future generations. Such
by producing quality writing today, those
is one of my goals as a writer-th- at,
appreciate the importance of effective
and
understand
of tomorrow may
writing.
'
Judy Nichols is editor in chief of the Voice.
1 never
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Instead of shouting "Welcome back," asking about
yours or explaining my summer, making reference to
IS,Ia)wryfc)od(apastabar?)andfirst-years(whoar-

e

nmluprying as we speak), I thought it might be best to
throw out all the window dressing and present the
mannequin in an its plasticAubberIatex glory. Of
course I've bad these intuitions before and usually
end up spending a few days explaining that I didn't
mean exactly what I said and if it was heard that way
then it was misheard or I misspoke or the typewriter
skipped a key and that the original intent was there,
however latent, and more time is needed to completely decipher the coded language that would be
more applicable to everyone's position and sympathetic to everyone's feelings. Welcome to Wooster.
Regardless of that possibility, I may as wen proceed
and introduce the topic of interest- .- the return of
"men- .In the most recent edition of The Washington Post
there is an article (p. 37 for those of you who are still
paying attention) that tells of arecent poll which states
that men "are making a comeback, albeit in a new,
updated and rehabilitated form."
This is, I think, good news, especially for those of us who
never knew that men left (the
only drawback seems to be the
fact that we are described in
terms net unlike those used for
improved laundry detergent).
The whole gist of the story is
that men are now allowed, or
desired to be more "masculine"
(by both men and women), while
still retaining some of the sensitivity that they supposedly accumulated during the Seventies
and Eighties. In effect, the ideal
man is now a cross between

or

si.

Overlooking me fart that t
with Brut cologne's new ad campaign, "MEN
THEY'RE BACK, what possible significance
could mis information hold far us? Before you
answer "nothing ," remember mat this article stia
needs another paragraph or two. So, let's see what
a clinical psychologist from Temple said about
men in response to the surveyi'They want to feel
that strength, courage and protectiive urges are not
necessarily liabilities. Quite honestly, I don't
think the problem was ever that these traits were
considered liabilities, but that they were consid-ere- d
to belong solely to males. At this point I am
almost required to make some remark about how
all qualities are human qualities and that we should
work towards understanding one another and cooperating, and I would, except mat such a move
would chip away at the cynical image that I have
worked so hard to cultivate (as if that would
actually matter). Besides, I think the fumes from
my Brut are playing havoc with the cognitive
process.
Therefore (which is a fine word to use in one's
IS, as often as possible), I think it might be better
to argue another point, thatof doing away with aU
of the surveys and pons taken in mis country.

Ninetypercemofpeordoncbelievempollsor
statistics anyway. But, even if we could abolish
the public numbers game, would we
sou have to figure out this "men
thing? (as Robert Bly't tom-tobeats hopefully).
Perhaps if we weren't told what to
think, or how to act, we could come
up with somemfldly acceptable ideas
on our own. We could create a community where gender roles ceased to
exist, and one's sex was secondary
in importance tothe individual. We
couldreasoninsteadofposture,think
instead ofreact, live instead of trying
to warp ourselves in order to fit some
preconceived notkxu.well, at least
maybe we could watch "Masterpiece
Theatre" instead of "Monday Night
Football." Whatever the result, it
couldn't be too much more numbing
that what we have now. If you'll
excuse me though,! have togoshave,
crack open a cold one, and practice
belching, as my machological clock
m

Alan Alda and Sylvester
Stallone; a Sylvester Aldaif you
win (just think what the Mattel
don would look like). Hope-fuU- y
we win be spared any pairing of those two in a major mo
tion picture; something like "Rambo's Wedding"
"Same Time, Next War."
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-
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is ticking.
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Michael Mattison is a columnist for the Voice--

The aim of education: truth ... or correctness?
:

LYNNE V. CHENEY

V;"

Thtfonogremarks,prowkdwUhpermiss
Correctness and Beyond aaiTelling
are excertedfromPoMcal
'

re-educa- tion

"

r'-the Truth.
philosopher
The university function is the
John Dewey declared at the turn of the century. But this aim is
frequently derided today.
The aim of education, as many on our campuses now see it,is
no longer truth, but political traWormation-- of students and
society.
A series of highly publicized events at the University of Texas
at Austin provides a case study. In the spring of 1990, a
rrennyttm of the English department decided to revise the
freshman wxinTOsition course. All classes (for the course) would
Sexism,
use the same textbook, an anthology called Racism and
white
only
scciething
as
racism
This book begins by defining
on
goes
It
men.
to
unique
as
sexism
and
people can be guilty of
and
racism
which
in
country
a
as
States
United
to portray the
'

tnith-functio-

'

-

sexism pervade every aspect of life. The book offers no year students. Tifference, Power, asnd Discrimnation," it is
comparisons with other, cultures, no context to show how called, with the subtitle "Perspectives on Race, Gender,
American ideals and practices measure up against those of the Class, and Culture." According to the student, the seminar
camp" more then a "university
resembled "a
rest of the world or the rest of history.
know,"
we
he said, "that when we read the
"Now
.program."
Not suprisingly, the course revision caused debate. Shortly
that it's not about eqaulity and
Independance
Declaraticiof
delayed
Liberal
College
of
Aits
thereafter the dean of the
inalienable rights but it is a sexist document written by
implementation of the course for a year.
white male elites."
' This is true not only of large universities.but of sonwsnMU
y
Univer-sitFaculty, who are evaluated on their "gender sensitivity,"
instituionstoo. Professor Christina Sommers of Clark
they are afraid to speak out. According to one, to do so
said
the
across
from
students
faculty
and
interviewing
has been
country, and she has particuarly striking interviews from the would be "suicidal." Awxher said, "I am getting okl and tired
and I do not warn to get fired. Until there is an atmosphere
CoOege of Wooster.
tolerance, I do not want to go on the record." Promised
of
textbook
Sexism
the
At Wooster, the textbook Racism and
annomynity.
he noted, "What you have here, on the one hand,
required
is
rejected
finally
Texas
University
of
that the
reading for all freshmen. Or freshpersons, I should say. The are a lot of students and faculty who are very skeptical, but
term freshman is forbidden at Wooster. If you use it, one they are afraid to voice their reservations."
Lynne V. Cheney, former Chair of the National Endow-mentfstudent warned professor Sommers, you could be taken before
the Humanities, will speak at the College Thurs--.
the Judiciary Board.
Sept 3 as part of the Wooster Forum Series.
day,
firstAnother student descibed the seminar required of all
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Companion program eases transition
first-yelife
college
to
for
students
Profile ofthe class of1997
ar
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By AARON

.
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Think back to your first year. Did

the
you wonder about
pronunciation of Kauke Hall, the

?

cows all over campus, or the sanity
of those trying to register you in the
gym? When embarking upon their
students
college careers, first-yemust engage in various social activities, sort out class requirements and
ponder the architecture of McGaw.
All this can be enough to distress
even the most confident student It
is mis dilemma that bred the SGA
sponsored Companion Program. .
The Companion Program began
six years ago and offers new students the opportunity to feel more
comfortable about the campus by
pairing them up with an upperclass
student These older students provide information and companionship, so first-yestudents may better understand college life. The
ar

ar

Companion Program sponsors
events each year on campus, which
have included such activities as treasure hunts and bowling in Scot Lanes.
This year the program was administered by Melissa Rager '95 and

photo by CHERYL BECKER

Wednesday the 25th was a day for anpacking and rtrlrsigriing for this
year's diverse dass of first-yestudents.
ar

Total students 558
Minority students 51
Foreign students 47
students 32
International gftXlfTlff 7
Ratio men to women 47:53
Afro-Americ-

an

Geographic Distribution
(International)

Geographic Distribution
(National)
Thirty-thre-

OH 251
PA 60
NY 41
MA 18
IL 17
WV 16

MI 15
MD 13
VA 10

CT 9
NJ 9
IN 7
FL 6
KY

6

TN 6
NC 5
ME 4

"I (eel this year will be important
because people know what Campus
Council is and what we could do,"
Campus Council Chair Greg
Simmons said.
feel we'll face
.

1

more challenges."

After last year's debates over
Greeks and security issues, more
challenges may seem unlikely for
Campus Council this year. Simmons,
however, enjoys the Council's role
in the Wooster community and looks
forward to meeting new challenge.

A Religious Studies major,

Popular Areas of Academic Interest
1.

Pre-me-

d

2. Psychology
3. Biology

Educational Background
Public high schoot 785
Private high school: 14.5
Parochial high school: &6

I

cluding:

Fourteen countries represented
including;
India 22
Pakistan 9
Kenya 2
Malaysia 2
United Kingdom 2

By CAROLINA MIRANDA

states represented in-

e

Thrv statistics compUedwith the help
cfNoelBlyler, Director ofAdmissions

ar

first-yea-

ip

ar

ar

ar

encourages students to
get involve with Campus Council

By AMANDA JUNKIN

Student Body

Laurie Wameke, RagerandWameke
Wooster. Sue Fletcher, a first-yebegan their preparations last semesstudent, stated that her companion,
r,
ter by sending a letter to all
Michelle McKnight '94, welcomed
sophomore and junior students.
her the first day by helping her move
The letter detailed the program and in, and extending an invitation to
invited students to sign up to be a dinner. Fletcher said this compan-ionshcompanion for incoming first-yereally helped her to feel more
students. Approximately one huncomfortable with adjusting with coldred and fifty agreed to make the lege life.
commitment.
With this program though, it is
Next, letters were sent to the new not only the first-yestudents who
students explaining the program, and benefit. The upperclass student also
' benefits from a sense
directing them to mail in a questionof pride by
naire listing their hobbies. Each new helping someone in need. Rob
student was then matched with an Tonkin, a sophomore, enjoys being
upperclass student according to a companion because it was the first
reshared interests. The first-yetime that, "I. as an upperclassman,
sponse was tremendous, and over was able to impart my knowledge."
three hundred students agreed to parThe bonds established through
ticipate, Rager said.
this program have been known to
"Overwhelming was not even the survive not only that first semester,
word," she said. "So many students
but can often last longer. Laura
signed up that most upperclassmen
Temple ton '95, for example, has
were paired with two first years. It maintained close contact with two
took hours to hand match each first of the three companions "she had
year with their upperclass companwhile at Wooster.
ion."
Plans for the 1993 Companion
Most upperclass students were program are still in the making due
able to assist their companions by to scheduling errors, but it is hoped
snaring the knowledge they had acthat this year's program will live up
cumulated through their time at to the standards setin previous years.

Simmons has been selected to head
the Council this year. He first became involved in the Council last
year as the representative from the
BlackStndents Association. "That!
bow I got introduced," Simmons
said. "It was a great experience."
In his first year, Simmons became
the chair of the ad hoc committee on
Greeks. "Basically, the committee's
job was to take concerns about
Greeks and address them and come
up wimasystem that everyone would
be satisfied with," be said.
This year, Simmons feels the atmosphere on campus will be more
relaxed with Greeks. "I was real
pleased when I came back to camCounpus," he said. "Inter-GreeSteve Morris and Betsy
cil
k

co-chai- rs

Shannon have done an excellent job."
He also noted that Greek Life Committee chair Bob Rodda and the Committee also helpful in easing tensions with Greek life on campus.
Simmons believes the IGC and the
new pledging system will be successful. "They've IGC got the
the Greeks and definitely
support
the support of Council.'' he said.
"The new system win be a benefit to
the Wooster community."
Another issue the Council dealt
with last year was campus security.
Numerous thefts during Thanksgiving and Winter Breaks last year led
the Council to set up a forum for
individuals, including Director of
Security Keith James, to voice their
concerns about security matters.
Simmons acknowledged that security policies were out of the realm
of the Council's jurisdiction, but was
pleased with the Council's accomplishments. "Really,all we could do
was discuss the matter," he said.
"Council was successful that way
because we could bring together the
people who were involved."

This year, Simmons feels the
Council will address some old issues, while undertaking new challenges.
"I think a major issue will stDl
remain the Greeks because we're
the Council going to take an active

role," Simmons said. The Council
win achieve this by sending representatives to IGC and GLC
One of the Council's responsibilities is to allocate funds to the various
chartered organizations on campus.
To ease that task. Council will undertake the creation of a manual of
the groups on campus, including information and contacts. "There's

so many groups on campus,"

Simmons said. They do specialized things, but are still an important
part of the College community."
Simmons had some advice for
anyone interested in becoming involved with Campus CounciL "Think
about what constituency you would
want to represent," he said. "Just
stay aware of the issues and feel free
to talk to anybody who's involved
with Campus CounciL"
A junior mis year, Simmons remains unsure about his future plans.
He's thinking of a career involving
business and education, perhaps at a
college administration level. "I really haven't narrowed it down yet,"
he said.
Asked what he enjoyed most about
beingamember of Campus Council,
Simmons thought a moment before
replying. "I guess the best thing I
like is knowing that I'm making a
change somehow," he replied.

--
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Summer changes affect Wooster community Fun'
ByZACHVEILLEUX
Wooster students spent busily packing their can, ready to get out of
town, away from school, and on the
beach, the job, or whatever else their
summer was for. Within a few days,
most everybody was gone, and their
thoughts were anywhere but the town
that is home to their school.

This week marks the beginning

of the 110th year of The Wooster
Voice, and over the years a lot of
newsworthy events have been reported. Some of the more interesting articles that have appeared daring this history wffl be the subject of
Voice.
Have you ever thought you
could be arrested for having a snowball fight? This was what happened
to some Wooster students in 1967.
What began as a fun game ended at
two in the morning with police cars
equipped with tear gas and bombs.
"One woman reported that students
climbed all over the top of her 2uy
causing slight damage.'' Eventually, the College decided to handle
thecaseandtookoverfrom thecops.
In 1966 seven new buildings
were acUed to the eighulready standing. Kittredge HalL Wishart HalL
and three men's dormitories were
already through with construction.
Plans were underway for anew biology building, a student union, a
in" the

made my Rubbermaid.
rt
Heading North to the
area, there is a lot that's new. Heading that lict te ttu Inner auraitot Pin- emas Ten. This is a ten screen, neon- - &
brandishing movie theater that will
actually show first-ru-n
movies.
Prices are $5.00 in the evening and
$3.25 before 6. The currently unlisted number to call to Find out
what's playing is
Also new is a relocated TCBY,
an Appleby's restaurant and a new
Pizza Delivery place called Papa
John's. They serve a fairly popular
pizza along with their specialties: a
special Garlic sauce and Greek
Pepperoncinis. They deliver their
products, which include Breadsticks
and Cheesesticks on campus. The
number mere, which is also unlisted,
Wal-ma-

:

345-875-

r

J

'

.

11

phoco by CHERYL BECKER

The latest addition to downtown Wooster is, well, more or less self
explanatory.
Also this summer, the city
square a whole new look. There
gan improvements on Oldman Rd.,
will be a much larger space to congregate and for special events. and began the building of a new
There will also be a gazebo as well High School, expected to be comas trees and planters. The streets,
alleys and parking lots in this four
block region will also be renovated.

pleted next year, on this road. Adjacent to the high school will be a
community fieldhouse and pooL

Looking back on Woo
through the Voice
By BETH GOLDSTEIN

Ever since the college installed phones in all the student
rooms four years ago, how to
use them has become one of.
the administrations' best kept
secrets. Now in this exclusive
expose, we reveal the features
you never knew you had.

restaurant supplies, commercial
products and a host of other things

Back in Wooster, however,
changes were brewing. It's bard to
think about anything new in the city
when most of us are still trying to get
over the new IDs that no longer require branding with a burning spear
every time we enter Lowry. But they
took place.
New businesses have popped up.
Roads have been resurfaced. Entire
downtowns have been renovated.
Perhaps most importantly, it is now
possible to see a current first-ru- n
movie without with the obligatory 45
minute drive into Akron.
Wooster's downtown renovation
project was begun last summer to
enhance the look of die downtown
area two blocks in all directions from
the square. While the entire project is
not expected to be finished until the
middle of next summer, much of it
was completed while we were gone.
What art they doing down there?
According to Jean Baird, service director for the City of Wooster, the
project involves improving the storm
drain system and water lines, building all new sidewalks, and giving the

Phone
Facts

This summer brought the opening of the Everything Rubbermaid
store downtown on July 16. The
store, which is not affiliated with
Rubbermaid, sells most everything
Rubbermaid currently produces. In
addition to plastic leftover containers, this includes office furniture,

Last May 6 was a day that most

5.

ThrteW ay Calling--.
on-camp-

2.

beginning at 10:00 a.m.
in the Severance Art

parking lot

Please bring LD. to claim items.
Small storage will again be open

ntis

salad on Saturday and Sunday
nights. 'Let's have it on some moonless week nights,' they plead." As
reported in the October 18, 1946,
edition of The Wooster Voice.

j

between 9 pan. on Sunday,
8--

September 5, in Holden Hall basement

,

For
calls with three
parties, call a friend, ask that
person to hold on, push down
on the receiver once and listen
for a dial tone. Then dial the
third party's number. When
the third party picks up, click
the receiver over to the second
party (who is waiting) and all
three of you will be connected.
Calls can also be transfered to
another extension in this way,
simply bang up after bom other
parties are on the line.

;

Sitting here on campus it's easy
to forget the city that surrounds us,
and especially the fact that it's alive
and changing. But the occasional
break it offers us from Lowry food
and Mateer movies is certainly

Large Storage
will be held
Sunday, September 5,

g:

makes a beeping
sound while you're talking on
the phone. When you hear the
sound, press the receiver and
release it, then dial 106. The
second party will then be on
the line. After you finish talking to the second party, press
the receiver again and you will
automatically be connected to
the party with whom you were
originally speaking.

'

theater, a women's dormitory, a
music building, and a math and
physics building. Most of the buildings you see here on campus are
years old.
only about twenty-seve- n
Did you think that you could
ever be arrested for something as
simple as going to a movie? This
happened in 1934 when a group of
male students living in Kenarden
attempted to break into Schine theater on Halloween night A group
of ten were taken into police custody and were held overnight in a
local jaiL No charges were pressed
forthe students, ba on November 1
Freshman students protested with
signs which read "Schine's will
shine NO MORE."
"Girls at Miami University
are protesting that the culinary
hampering their chances
for dates on week ends. Now that
men are back for good, they want
the onions omitted from the potato
de-partme-

is263-727-

Can-Waitin-

Call-waiti- ng

.

us

Star 5:

When you are trying to reach
someone, but that person is on
the other line, you can use star
5. Once you realize the person
you are trying to reach is on the
other line (by a busy signal or a
shortened ring), push the receiver once, dial 5 and the
extension youjust called. Then
hang up. When that person
gets off the phone, the phone
will ring three times on your
end. By picking up the phone,
the service will automatically
dial the original party.

Account information:
To check your AT&T phone
and
bilL dial
have your personal account
number ready. You can also
use this service to find out rates
for long distance calls to a specific number.
1-800-44-

5-6063

Audlx
Students who pay the $7.00 fee
for audix can access voice mail
from any phone. In addition to
taking messages, it wOl answer
call waiting and includes an
auto callback feature.

.
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of

artsy, Sam loves
; ; SAB Sam is a man of eclectic ' to go see an of
tsstes. He Ekes everyttlrg from the choral and
.

.

Jofaa Flansbargh,Joba LmaeB and their soaring band bring their aniqve
style to The College of Wooster's aanaal Party oa the Great ob Sept IS.
The event fa sponsored by SAB and other earapoa oryanizatiora.

They Might Be Giants
cqmes to Wcoster
By JENNIFER CAMPANA

It's almost (hat time again, when
the big tent win be set np on the
Quad and the campus will gamer for
the sounds of a Kve band rocking the
iiight in Wooster. Party on the Green
is always a big occasion for the College, but this year something unique
is happening.
The Student Activities Board,

which hosts the occasion, has
planned for abig name band to come
to campos. They Might Be Giants is
the chosen group and they will be

.

performing Saturday, Sept, 18. Even
though this is the first time the SAB
has alloted such a large part of their
budget to Party on the Green, kwas
still not enough to cover the cost of
the band. President Copeland provided special funding, and campus
organizations have been invUed to
contribute.
The Student Activities Board created an ad hoc committee to generate a Est of potential bands to perform at this vearsParty on the Green.
Several bands were in the running
for a whiles such as The Spin
Soup Dragons, Ocean Blue, The Dead MilkDoc-ors,BloesTraveler-

.

,The

men, The Sundays and the

Jmon heady Some of these groups

were found to be far beyond the
budget limits and other groups tour
dates did not coincide with that of
Party on the Green. They Might be
Giants was the committee's first
choice after an overall vote.
In past years. Party on the Green

held ticket sales open to the public
but because of the exposure and
popularity They Might Be Giants
has throughout the United States, it
has been decided that tickets will be
available only for students attending
the College of Wooster. Karen
Fisher, advisor of the SAB stated,
"What's important to the S AB is that
College of Wooster students enjoy
Party on the Green. This concert is
for students attending Wooster and
if we open it up to outsiders, crowd
control would be excessive, making
,
it hard to handle."
The previous system used for
guests entry to Party on the
Green would be inadequate for such
a popular band. The SAB reported
that the College is already receiving
calls regarding ticket sales for this
occasion. The College of Wooster
appears on the tour schedule for They
Might Be Giants and people in sural-low-

rounding communities have

ing

ex-

pressed interest in attending. If the
SAB were to allow others outside
the campus to enter, they would have
to develop a more complex security
system. Thus, only Wooster students will be admitted. Increased
security win be hired for this event
to enforce this rule.
The quirky sound of They Might
Be Giants has received rave reviews
from MTV, Rolling Stone, and the
Alternative Press. The band has
drawn crowds from Minneapolis to
New York City and from all accounts it appears that its Wooster
stop win be no exception.

sympbtxiic recit-

classical music to disco quiet nights
at the movies wia loads of heavily
borered popcora and Twizzkrs to
raging disco parties. Sam loves to
meet people and has the highest energy level of any cartoon celebrity
yet documented. (Scperheroes not
included.)
With this knowledge, Sam's family and friends from back at his
urbanesque homestead were surprised by his decision to attend a
small school in a small, fairly quiet
town. Wim his rtryriad interests and
hwatianlc energy, however, would
he find enough to do at Woo?
But Sam knew. He knew the way
you know about a good melon. He
did his homework even before be
chose Wooster and discovered the
veritable smorgasbord of activities
that Wooster has to entertain its students and their diverse ideas of fun.

AsSamisadeddeddnemaholic,
he was impressed by Wooster's ar
ray of big name film titles. On
Saturday nights at Mateer Auditorium he can sit back and laugh, cry
and scream at films such as "Malcolm
X," "BH1 and Ted's Excellent Adventure," "Untamed Heart," and "A
Fish Called Wanda." For the artist
in Sam, classic films are shown onl
Sunday nights in Mateer. If you are
into foreign film, nostalgic films

als and performances in Gault
Recital Han and
McGawChapeL
. He isabo always
in attendance at

the dance concerts and theater
productions that

are

held in'

Freelander Theatre. You can't
beat free admis- -

Whea Sam
gets tired of the
flicks and needs
to unleash some
physical energy,

he loves to go
over to The Col

lege

Uaed with permimcB of SAB

Under

park, horseback riding, the Amish
country, the Cleveland flats, a roller
rink, and Cleveland's Tower City.
AU Sam has to do is sign up at the
Lowry front desk ahead of time. The
costs of each trip vary.but they're an

ground, which hosts not only Friday
night movies and happy hours, but

.

ccnedians,bvebend3andwilddaD
ing parties with DJ.'s who have the
most discerning taste m fine popular
music. Admission to these fantastic
activities rarely costs more than 75
cents.
Occasionally Sam gets campus
fever and feels the need to hit the
road. Well, lucky for Sam, there is
the Mooving COW. This fan this
brilliant invention features
trips to Cedar Point amusement

After reading about all of the
activities that Wooster has, even Sam
is tired and that's a miracle. So lake
Sam's advice and utilize Wooster's
"beat the weekend rut blahs" activities. Work hard. Play hard. Ain't
we got fun.

.

--

--

and films bordering on the bizarre,
this is the activity for you too.

off-cam-p-us

New Order ccRe
I

CD REVIEW

having committed suicide the night
before the band was to lock off its
first tour of the United States, the
rerrmning members were faced with
the decision of whether or not to
continue their brand of depression.
, Three days later. New Order was
formed with Bernard Sumner as the
lead singer and the lour carried on.
The name New Order symbolizes
the new brand of upbeat music, reflecting the positive nature of life.
Through the years the band's ;
sound has developed to the point
where the old sound of Joy Division
ii no longer recognizable. In the mid
eighties. New Order was the leader
of a group of bands including Echo
and the Bumrymen and Depeche
Mode, which fcrined Great Britain's
dance wave. New Order's sound
was possibly the most unique as it
depended on the perfect synchronization of different rhythms played
individual instruments. It was also
one of the few bands which blended
the standard of guitar, bass and drums
with the new keyboard phenomenon.
With the release of "Republic."
New Order continues the tradition
of former albums such as "Power,

.

By DAN LAUN
Starting in this issue, every week

a member of the WCWS staff will
review a compact disc. This week,

Dan Loan reviews the latest release
from New Order, 'Republic."
Before I start this record review

I

just want to point out that WCWS
905 is going on the air Monday,
Sept. 6 and will be on from 9 am. till
midnight every day. Look for a
detailed program guide in next
week's Pot so you can hear the best
college alternative sounds around.
New Order was formed in May,
1980. after the tragic death of the
singer of the band Joy Division.
Since men. New Order has been on
the cutting edge of alternative dance
music The magazine todfcpoo once
acclaimed New Order to have the
second most descriptive band name
ever, after Joy Division, the name
given to the women whom theNazi's
used to please their troops. This
described Joy Division because of
the depressing yet lyrical quality of
its music. With Joy Division'ssinger

.

Corruption, and Lies" and "Substance" through the use of blended
rhythms and mysterious lyrics. The
band intentionally dees not publish
the lyrics m order to give the listener
the power of interpretation. "Republic" is more polished and complete than the more raw sound of the
earlier albums and also picks up the
tempo in songs such as "World,"
"Chemical." '. :
The best song on the album by far
is "Regret" as can be noted by its
incredible airplay throughout the
United States and the United King-do-

"Snaal

m.

"Regret" is polished and
catchy. Stylistically it is amazing,
combining the energy and passion

of the older New Order with the new
band's upbeat dancy beat
If you haven't picked up the hints
sofar.rnbeblunt. This is one of the
best albums this year and I love the
band. "Republic" is one of the rare
albums in which every song can be
enjoyed for its musical integrity and
can also be appreciated as part of the
entire album's continuity. This album should appeal to an New Order
fans as wen anyone who appreciates
quality music.
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Don't Throw She
don't really see much of either of

JOSHELROD

them and when we do see them they
seem to slur their speech a lot, but at
least Josh is feeling better." Kahl
went on to say, "But still, it's just a
tragedy, you know, a shoe is a terrible thing to waste."
The Shoe's only junior. Shannon
Sheehan, was the unfortunate victim
of a freak accident in front of Lowry
Center. As she was crossing the
street, she fell and accidentally broke
her fumy bone, no nevermind, thafs
not fumy. While Sheehan did incur
a slight injury her first week back,
her comedy is intact
' Karen Louis is the only theater
major currently involved in Don't
Throw Shoes. She commented on
numerous occasions that she believes
herself to be "greatly affected by
Stanislavski's method acting. I often imagine myself to be a gigantic
four-fohigh. Converse All-Sttennis shoe. It has enhanced my
performance greatly." T4obodydoes
a shoe like Karen," said Cummings.
Marie Kahl, known toiher close
friends as "Marie" or "Hey, you,"
had a busy summer serving on Presi-deClinton's ad hoc committee on
bad ties. "She raided my closet,
stole my ties, and donated all my
hummus to Lowry!" said an indignant Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynahan
when asked about Marie's contribution to her country.
Will Don't Throw Shoes be able
to survive having two members with
names like "Cummings" and "Seaman"? Will the Arts and Entertainment editc of the Voice let theShoes
write their own newspaper articles

94s is newcomer

Pearson

Cummings 96. "We're all excited
about the prospect of working with
Pearson," said Seaman. "As a seventh degree black belt in akido, be
will surely bring a new element to
re
sketches."
our
Seaman himself made a triumphant return to campus after studying in Scotland. The troupe expects
m whole slew of obscure bagpipe and
haggis jokes. Sheehan said, "Matt
has always been a little
I don't
know, but I'm sure he'll be even
more so."
The other senior, Joshua O'Beime
(not kidding) Ebod, returned tocam- ' pus with a desperately low quinine
and citrus level. He was in extreme
pain and needed to be anesthetized.
Seaman has been force feeding him
gin and tonics almost continually
since bis return. - Kahl said, "We
action-adventu-

'

amiedy re

By MATT SEAMAN

Don't Throw Shoes, Wooster's
only begotten improv comedy troupe
is back, rested and ready to make
yon laugh, ay and say that their
show was better than "Cats."
It's a busy start of the semester
for the troupe, more affectionately
known as Shoes, with a show coming up on Sept 16, auditions on
Sept. 20 and 21 and men, in the
words of ooe Shoe, "a tanload of
time to do stuff."
' Shoes has a new member joining
the same old faces you've seen before. Along with Marie Kahl and
Karen Louis '96s, Shannon Sheehan
95andJoshElrod and Matt Seaman

...
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FRIDAY, SEPT. 3
SCOT SPIRIT DAY Student
Organization Fair from 4:30 pjn.
6:30 pjn. on the Lowry Center
Hillside. Find out about all the
activities the College has to offer.
HAPPY HOUR The Underground, 5:00 pjn 6:45 pjn.
Video Night The Underground,
-50 cents.
Arch
tant films. A must-seeCampbell, WRC-TWashington
D.C The fascinating look at the
life of the visionary black leader.
!"

V,

-

Spotlight Showcase Kier,
Mom's Truckstop, 9:00 pjn. 1 1:00p.m. S top by and hear Kier s

.

great impressions
musicians.

photo by SARAH WALTON

Three pain of Shoes (clockwise from top left): Matt Seaman, Josh Eh-oPearson Cummings, Shannon Sheehan, Marie Kahl and Karen Lewis,
prepare to carry on the improv tradition with another season of campus
entertainment.
d,

in the future? What size is the Rock

ofGibraltar? For the answers to these
and other burning questions, come to

By MICHAEL DITTMAN

yx

.

cooncxy of IA7Wuaion
The highly acclaimed musical comedian Kier win be performing at
Mom's tonight at 9:00 pjn.
.

of famous rock

-SATURDAY, SEPT. 4
p
mooving Cow
Join the
on a trip to Cedar Point Amuse
ment Park! 9."00 am. - dark, only
$15, register at the Lowry Center
- .
information desk.
v
730 & 10 pjn. Mateer, $1. .
Film: "The Crying Game.", Neil
Jordan's Oscar winning tale of a
sensitive IRA Terrorist (Stephen
Rae) who grows fond of the British hostage he has been ordered to
execute. Jaye Davidson is the
hostage's girlfriend who captures
Rae's heart and challenges him to
rethink his definition of love.
hip-ho-

nt

Don't Throw Shoes: The Next Generation on Thursday, Sept 16 at 10
pjn. in the Underground.

Kier kicks off fall Spotlight Showcase Series

')

.

.

8:00pjn. "MalcomX."Oneof
the decade's best and most impor-

Early in life, Kier figured the only
thing be really did well was being a
fun guy to hang out with. "There's
no job like that," his mom said, "especially for a nice boy like you."
Kier grew up in a musical family
and attended college ona voice scholars hip. Soon the itch to play in the
real world lured Kier to the road.
From formative years on the southeastern barresort circuit through ten
years of touring exclusively as a solo
act Kier has emerged a seasoned and
highly polished performer.
When Kier moved into music, he
took his humor with him, particular
his gift for impersonation. He found
that people like to hear Bob Dylan
singing a Prince song, or Willie
Nelson singing Elton John. He told
his mom, "I think I found a job."
He's found ajob and more,NACA
(National Association of Campus Activities) college audiences seem to
agree that he is a fun guy to hang out
with as they name him the CEA
winner in the Coffeehouse category
for 1993.
Kier has been nominated five times
for NACA Campus Entertainment

Awards (the college market
Grammy) His debut album of music
was released on Elephant Records.
Kier has shared the stage with
Roy Orbison, Reba McEntire, Don
McLean, PabloCruise.LeonRussel,
John Prine, Nicolette Larson, Three
Dog Night and many others.
After ten yean of touring campuses and clubs, three NACA national showcases, a number of regional showcases, and six CEA
nominations, Kier is still hanging
out and it's still fun.
In 1984, Kier was selected to
showcaseat theNACA national convention in Nashville. Since then be
has done more than fifteen regional
showcases in cities such as Houston, Los Angeles. Boston, and Seattle and another national showcase
in 1987 in Washington, DC
Kier brings his brand of musical
entertainment to Mom's Truckstop
in the lower level of Lowry Center
on Sept3,from 9:00p.m.-- 1 l.OOp.m.
Kier's show is the first installation
of the Spotlight Showcase Series,
sponsored by the SAB.

-

Compiled with information from
DCA Production

MoonlrgmKBowling in Scot

1:00 pjn.
free shoe rentaL
Lanes-- 1

- 12:30 ajn.,

,
SUNDAY, SEPT. 5
7:30 pjn., Mateer, free.
Classic film: "YoungSoul Rebels."
Set in London during the seven
ties. Isaac Julien's Cannes Award
winning murder mystery exposes
a violent world where racism runs
rampant alternative lifestyles are
beginning to emerge, and soul
music picks up the beat of the
turbulent times.
.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 7
Video Night The Underground,
50 cents.
pjn. "Platoon" Director
Oliver Stone examines the
existence of an infantry rifle
platoon in Vietnam made up of 30
men from all walks of life whose
loyalties are split into two factions
by warring sergeants Barnes and
Elias.
8.-0-0

day-to-d- ay

-

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. S
SAB Recruitment Party
Come find out about the Student
Activities Board and enjoy a free
dinner.
pjn. .-00 pjn.. The Under
ground. .
6.-0-0

-7-
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going on here? Or,
Wlay Wcosfter can't win?
WkaiSfs

By PETER JAMES
Many students think of the football team as a group of underachieving atfiktes who have grown accus-totnto losing. Much of this way of
thinking has to do with the fact that
no one, not even six year seniors, has
been here when the football team
was above .500. The last time they
finished with a winning record was
1987, when they upset two nationally ranked teams, John Carroll and
Mount Union, en route toa 4 mark.
What many people do not realize
is that traditionally Wooster has been
apretty strong fbotbaQ school. While
never fielding dominant teams, the
Scots have been a consistent winner.
During the 103 year existence of the
football program, Wooster has an
overall winning percentage of .528
But nobody cares
about the past, right? What have you
done for me lately is more the line of
thinking by Wooster students. We
want a winner!
Before I go any further, let's not
forget what we are all about. We are
a Division m schooL There are no
athletic scholarships given. Academics come before athletics. It's
hard k have the best of both worlds.
Keeping this in mind, lets take a look
at bow the Wooster football team is
put together.
The success of any collegiate sport
depends pa the schools ability to
recruit the best amletes. Unlike other
sports, where one outstanding recruit can turn a program around, it
takes 10 to 20 good recruits each
year in football. And winning has a
great deal to do with attracting good
football players to your school, something Wooster has not done very
much of recently.
During the eight years that head
ed

5--

(392-348-4-

3--

2).

coach Bob Tucker has been at
Wooster, his teams have only finished above .500 once. Tucker inherited a team that was 0--9 the season before, and has been unable to
make Wooster a consistent winner
since.

Tucker, who graduated from
Wooster in 1961, always knew that
if there was an opening at Wooster,
be would return to be the football
coach. "Wooster is my schooL I
have great feelings towards the College," said Tucker. When he left his
defensive coordinator position at
Ohio State to come to Wooster in
1985, he made no bold predictions.
As Tucker staaT hoped that with
a good staff that we could build a
con si stent winner."
The question thatiieedsiobeasked
is: Why? Why has Tucker been
unable to turn the program around?

One reason I have mentioned already is that the football team has
simply not won. The Scots have had
only one winning season in the last
12. The best recruits are going to go
to the schoolj with the best football
programs. Losing becomes a vicious cycle that is difficult to break.
As Tucker said, "A winning season
win help turn things around, help to
get be tierrecruits." QaptainJarnes
Weaver "94 agreed, "All we need is
one good year, and things will turn
around."
-

Another major reason for
Wooster's continued futility has to
do with its lack of depth compared to
other winning programs like
Wittenberg and Allegheny. At these
stuschools nearly 100 first-yedents come out each year for the
football team. Wooster normally
only has about 30 new players try
out for the team each year, although
mis year nearly 70 first-yestudents tried out.
Having depth helps the football
team in several ways.
First, it simply gives a coach more
players to choose from. The more
phven to choose from, the better the
chance you have of finding quality
ones.
Secondly, better players mean
more competition among the team.
Players who know they have to fight'
fortheir positions will perform more
strongly than those who do not.
Lastly, because of the nature of
the sport, players are constantly getting hurt. It is rare that a team can
field 11 healthy offensive and defensive players at one time.
It is essential that a team have
solid backup players if k expects to
win. As Coach Tucker said, "In
terms of depth, we are outnumbered
ar

ar

by the Wittenbergs and the
AQeghenys." You may wonder why
can't we bring in the same number of
football recruits as these other
schools? To answer that question,
weare led to believe, has to do with
the philosophy of the schooL We
put academics before athletics,
While other schools may be more
willing to allow a good football
player into their school who may not
have the grades to get in otherwise,
Wooster win not do that That is
what you will hear from the administration. From some people who
have worked closely with the football team, you tend to bear something else.
It is certainly true that Wooster
lacks the depth that some of the other
schools in the conference have, but
that cannot be used as the sole reason
for this team's failures. In terms of
talent, we are Marly equal with all
the teams in the conference. As

Septet
'-

-

3,1995

'

team expects

y

better season this fall

Weaver said, "We are just as talented as Allegheny on the field."
This is especially true on defense,
where the Sects return nine starters.
The team believes the talent is here,
we just need to believe in ourselves."
stated Weaver. "If we can get off to
a good start, we can build confidence in ourselves." A devastating
last second loss to Kalamazoo at
home a year ago helped the Scots get

off to a

0--

4

start

One has to wonder. If we are as
talented as the teams we play, why
aren't we winning more games than
we are? It's not that the team does
not spend the time on the practice
Meld.

The players arrive 10 days before
school starts, and for those 10 days,
they eat, drink and breathe football.
Things don't get easier once the season starts. Practice runs from 3:30 to
6:00 everyday. The team is a very
close knit group as welL Every
Friday night before a game the players get together to watch films and
basically hang out
So if the players are working so
hard at getting better, then why
haven't they shown improvement?
Are players using the entire season
to make up for the lack of conditioning they did in the summer? Maybe
they are using their time and energy
in the wrong ways.
"This year we believe more than

ever that we can win," claims
Weaver. "I have high expectations
for this team, states Tucker. Sounds
good, but will things be any different
this season? Who knows. But one
thing is for sure: something is just
not working with the football program. I am certainly not one to say
what is wrong, but something surely
is. Or maybe unrest of the students
and I should get used to the fact that
our football program wfll forever be
a losing one.
On the other hand, maybe we

shouldn't

photo by SARAH WALTON

PhiUlppc Korub 97 trains for the upcoming cross country season
By PAUL KINNEY .
Both teams will look to several
new first-yerecruits to help pick
Anxious to put an uncharacteristiup the slack in what has turned out to
cally bad 1992 season behind mem, a promising recruiting class.
Heading the list of the men's rethe 1993 men's and women's cross
country teams look forward to returning harriers are Wheeler
gaining their past splendor tonight
Spaulding "94 and Paul Kinney 95
in a
dual meet against both of whom were 1992 NCAA
the Yeomen of Oberlin at Oberlin. individual regional qualifiers. Adam
The men, after losing three of their Myers 94 and David Stouffer '94
injutop five runners to injury for most of both back from season-endin-g
ries last year, win provide key suplast year's season, finished a
sixth place outof nine in the port for the Fighting Scots. Also
NCAC in 1992.
being counted. on will be Jason
The women, also hampered by Hudson and Bill Ante! 94s, Alan
injuries, finished a dismal seventh of Schwartz 95 and Bryan Koepp96.
nine in the final standings. Until last Hudson, Spaulding, Myers and
year, neither team had previously
Stouffer wfll also provide leadership
finished any worse than fourth in the
conference team standings.
contUuud cm pagt 13
ar
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
"HOME MAILING PROGRAM."
How to get home mailing program
that pays you fast profits two ways.
Details free. Rush self addressed,
stamped envelope to J. Wise 253 W.
9th SuMarysville, OH 43040

CXASSIF1EDS
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES
WATCH TV FREE. How to get
paid to watch TV. For free details,

rush a self addressed stamped
envelope to J. Wise 253 W. 9th St,
MarysviUe, OH 43040
HOW TO GET A MILLION
DOLLARS: Free, no collateral
needed, this legal, rush,
stainprd envelope to J.
Wise, 253 W. 9th St. Marysvfle,
self-address-

OH 43040

ed

NEED A JOB? This "legal" $800
weeklypossible,wcrkingathome.37
different oppcrunirics. Rush name
and address to J. Wise 253 W. 9th St,
MaryrviHe, OH 43040
"NEED HOMEWCRKERS." Over
100 companies in need of home
workers. For details, rush a self
addressed uanyed envekxx toJ.Wise

253W.9mSuMaryrvi2e,OH43040

MISCELLANEOUS
"LEGAL AID." How to get free

legal aid. Rush self addressed
stamped envelope lo J. Wise 253 W.
9th St, Marysville, OH 43040
"TIPS FOR A JOB." How to get 10
tips fbrajob-gettin- g
resume, rush a
self addressed envelope to J. Wise
253 W. 9th St, MarysviHe, OH
43040

MAIL LETTERS-- 2

CENTS

EACH: How to mail first class
letters for only 2 cents each, legal
Rush SASS to J. Wise, 253 W. 9a
SuMarysviUe, OH 43040
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Men's soccer tries to repeat past

Athletes boast GPAs comparable
to
women edge men

successes while coping with key
loss of Namwali

T

non-athlet- es;

by NEWS SERVICES
(The following information was
received during the 1993 spring semester, using information through
Semester II, 1992-93- .)
If the recently completed spring
semester is any indication, then athletes at the College of Wooster are
taking their studies more seriously
than ever before. During the past
term, the Scots and Lady Scots combined for a 2.80 grade point average,
which was up slightly from last fall 's
2.78 mark.
When broken down by gender,
Wooster's women had the edge,
female athletes compiled an even
3.0 with five of the ten women's
teams posting grade point averages
of 3.02 or above. The womens' cross
country team led the way with an
impressive 3.50 followed by the

ing
"Good years by
these two win go a long way towards
the teams success," stated Nye. The
other offensive starters win most
back-forwar-

if

likely

ds.

be Chris

94,

Bond

whoprobably wiUbe unavailable for
mis weekend's Wooster Invitational,
and Jon Retzloff "96, who has moved
from his customary goalie position
because of a broken hand.
If there is one thing that should
prove to be the strength of this team,
it will be the defense. Led by cap-taRoger Haller 95, this unit could
be one of the best that Wooster has
ever put out on the field. HaUerwas
an anoruererice performer in 1992,
scoring three goals and adding an

,3

V

v.

assist

'

Other key returnees on defense
include Eric. Dietrich and Dan
'
Cochrane 94s.
Two newcomers should play important roles in keeping the opponents of tr scoreboard. John Nicely
97, who comes to Wooster with
impressive credentials as an
win act as a cover-bacr,
win be
Pad Elliott, also a
goaltender.
startinz
the
AlongSrtth the defenseVnScbtT,
depth should be a strength. Wooster
"can bring just about anyone off the
bench and not lose a step on the field.
It will be the offense that will most
likelymakeor break this years squad.
The defense is thercand in place.
The key will be the offense. If they
do well, we should do well," predicted Nye.
The Scots hope to get off to a
quick start this weekend when they
host the Wooster InvitationaUatour-namethey won a year ago.
Hiram College, Hope College and
DePauw University are the three
other schools involved.
This weekend's Wooster Invitational marks the start of the Scots'
season. Wooster'i First game is today at 2:30 against Hope.
They will take on DePauw Saturday at 2:30.
.

--.-

.V

All-Arneric-

k.

j

B PETER JAMES

.

ers that will be important to this
team's success."
. On offense, the Scots win be using unique offensive formation, one
that has never been tried in the history of Wooster soccer.
. Instead of a traditional four-ma-n
offensive front, Nye is having two
forwards in front with two forwards
backing them up.
The new offensive formation was
created because of the personality of
the team," Nye explained.
The keys to this new offensive
will be Colin Ozann 96 and transfer
from Cleveland State, Jon Kozak
"95. Ozanne had an exceptional first
year, tallying four goals and two
assists. These two will be the start
--

The College of Wooster

men's

soccer team has made a habit recently of reaching the NCAA Tournament, having qualified for the
postseason event three of the last
four years. But with the loss of the
Fighting Scots two top scorers from
e
a year ago, including
Mphatso Namwali, and
four-tim-

All-Ameri- can

their starting goaltender Jon
Weidenheimer, head coach Bob Nye
will have bis work cut out for him in
1993.
ine transition nas urcauy hub
place "said Nye, referring to replacing last seasons keyplayers. 'We've
replaced them with a group of play

ii
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'

'
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Philippe Kozub 97, AndrewRogei
97, Steve Tnrnbull '97 and Alex
Dawe 97, while Jason Findley 97
and Alexander Brandon '97 round
out a potentially strong roster for the
,
men.
; The women's prospects of getting Gerber'96.
back into their winning ways in '93
Tm really looking forward to
look exceptionally good with the having an outstanding season,' ' said
addition of twelve new women to Clark. "I feel that with all of the
the team. Only five women from talented women we picked up this
season mat we'll surprise a lot of
last year's team have returned!
Amy Bacik 94,Sandy Clark teams in the conference. A top three
94 and Susan Roberts 94, Jo Lynne , finish for this team is not an over
95 and Adrienne
estimation of what I've seen so far as
Denapoli
Vredenburg '96, all of whom make being obtainable," finished Clark.
Both teams are coached by the
up Wooster's returning quintet, will
rely on their past experience to lead venerable Dennis Rice, now in his
fifth season as Wooster'shead coach.
the way this season.
Clark, last year's top Scot, will be Assisting Rice will be Scott
joined by Emily Moorefield 96, who McMilkn '92 andJim Bean, a former
is running her first year of cross head cross country coach at Wooster
v
himself,
country at Wooster after an impres
.
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SEKD THE COUPOI TODAY
YCWt CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!
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28734.

ATLMtTA.

EECRGIA

I wmt VTSAMASTE31CARD

30358
Credit
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1C3W GUARANTEED! ;.
approved Immediately.
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CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA and MasterCard the credit cards you
deserve and need far ID BOOKS DEPARTMENT
STORES TUmON ENTERTAINM ENT
EMERGENCY CASH TCKETS RESTAURANTS
HOTELS MOTELS CAS CAR RENTAL- SREPAIRS AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

TVtM
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.

Tri-capta- ins

Now you can have two of the moat lecognUed and
accepted credit cards In the worldVlaa and MasterCard
credit carda-- tn your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
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sive track season last spring. Add'
ing strong depth to the team will be
Adrienne and Amy Lockwood (twin
sisters out of the Chicago area).
Mouy Metz Michelle. Pool .' and
Alyssa Mor&; 88100 ffrsfeaTre- -'
emits. Other harriers' aiding in
Wooster's crusade for glory include
Anke Fisher, Ellen Freeman, Julie
Heck, Megan McCabe and Christina Perry. "9Ts, as will Karelynne

-

Looking strong in

1

SARAH WALTON

(ei-of-)-

continued from page 12 ' ,.
as the captains of the 1993 men's
..
,
team.
.

an,

first-yea-

attempts to maneuver tb ball past Kevin Wukela,
John Retzloff
97 during a preseason practice session.

one-Cu- rd

Men's and women's Harriers
hoping for successful season

'--

-

U

:

w

A

,

women's track (3.33) and swimming
(3.18) teams.
Wooster's men recorded a 2.66
grade point average. The Scot cross
country team was on top with a 3.06,
followed by golf and swimming,
which were tied at 2.97.
IndividuaUy, SI percent (100) of
Wooster's female athletes achieved
a 3.0 or better, including 84 who
finished above a 3.25. Meanwhile,
36 percent (99) of Wooster's male
athletes came in above a 3.0, and of
that group, 67 exceeded a 3.25.
: "I was very pleased with the over-aacademic performanceof our athletes," said BUI McHenry, director
of athletics. T
"I think it is important to note that
of our athletes achieved a
3.25 grade pointaverage and higher,
and that our graduation rate was an
."
outstanding 90 percent
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Scots look to bounce

back in fS3 season
By MARK HUGH
The College of Wooster field

Facilities
get facelifts

3

Don't look to get in any extra
practice oa the
dash yet, as
the track remans
whOe
the new surface b laid. Over the
summer, the foundation for the
promised "top of the line" track
was pat down, and construction is
50-ya- rd

ofT-fimi-

ts

In adoption, residents of the north
end of campus hare been waking
ep to the sounds of trucks and
bulldozers as the main tennis courts
have been razed and are now in the
process of being rebaCL
.

,

phowhjr KENTON

TRUBEE

xporti coluwm

Seeing as the upcoming weekend

win kick off the football season, I
thought Td start my column by previewing the 93-9-4
NFL season.
Here goes:
AFC EAST: This is the year of the
rt
Dolphins. The big ego,
Buffalo Bills had three tries at the
title and failed. The Dolphins have
been knocking at the door. With
Marino, a great offensive line, the
best kicker in the game, solid defense, and of course Don Shula at the
reigns, the Dolphins win win not
only their division but the whole
AFC The Boomer-le- d Jets will finish third in this weak division. And
the Colts and Patriots will baole for
the basement.
AFC CENTRAL: The Oilers are
the team to beat in the Central. This
is simply because Pittsburgh is playe
schedule and will
ing a
find it difficult to repeat The local
favorite Cleveland Browns will fin0
record and still
ish with a
might even make the playoffs. The
Cincinnati Bengals will sink deeper
as they aaempt to become the San
Diego Padres of footbalL
AFC WEST: Look for the Chiefs
to win the weakest division in foot
no-hea-

first-plac-

sub-.50-

ball, not because of Joe Montana but
because of their defense. However,
Denver win give them a run for their
money as they open up the offense to
suit John Erway'sneeds. San Diego
schedwin find out that a
e
ule is a lot easier than a
schedule and probably not even make
the playoffs. The Raiders will
to wallow in mediocrity through
the 90s without a QB. And Rick
Mirer will NOT make the impact
that the Seahawks need him to make.
NFC EAST: This is still the best
division in football, although the
mighty have fallen. The Cowboys
win miss Emmitt Smith, but their
defense wiU carry them at least into
the latter rounds of the playoffs. The
Redskins lost some big names in
free agency and lost one of me best
coaches of all time but still have the
talent and heart to finish second.
The Eagles will finish third as long
. as Cunningham stays healthy, but
the Cardinals should be close. With
the additions of Gary Clark, Steve
Beuerlein, and Garrison Hearst the
Cardinals have a reasonable chance
at a wild-car- d
spot The Giants will
rely on an aging defense and Rodney
Hampton to carry them but it won't
be enough
NFC CENTRAL: This should be
last-pla-

ce

first-plac-

con-tin- ue

9--

third-tea-

m

last

All-Ameri- can

sea-

son and win be counted on heavily

by the team for leadership.
Tederstrom earned
and
honors after registering a save percentage of .890 in goal
and must have a big year if Wooster
all-confere- nce

all-regi- on

hopes to win the NCAC crown.

Looking ahead to the NFL: One
man's take on the season to come
By CHRISTOPHER N. MAKER

hockey team appears to be in good
enough shape to make a strong run
for the North Coast Athletic Conference crown this fall. A new face win
be running the show for the Scots as
interim coach Carrie Rose takes over
for departed coach Brenda Meese.
who is on leave. Rose has inherited
a team full of offensive talents and
scrappy defenders.
The team hopes to improve upon
its 11-- 8 overall record last year in
which the team played much loughter
than their record indicates. Four of
the eight loses came byjust one goal.
The team showed they belonged with
the elite of the NCAC by posting a 3
division record, good enough for a
second place finish.
Rose will expect an of her top
scorers to return this falL Heading
this list are defensive standouts Loci
Day, Tiffany Lerch and Beckey
Tederstrom "94s. Day was named

Lerch was a steady player who started
all 19 games and also must make her

presence felt in order for the team to
have a successful year.
The offensive punch for the team
win come from Meg Wood "95, r
Lisa Ostermueller "94, and Caroline
Robinson "94. Wood's offensive
production slipped last year after a
tremendous first year on the team.
Wood registered 12 goals her first
year compared to five last year. Rose
must help her regain her scoring
touch. Ostermuener scored six goals
as a junior and wfll also be looked
upon by Rose to put the ball into the

net

Robinson, who was off to a marvelous season, six goals in eight
games, before having it ended prematurely due to a serious back injury, could be the missing piece in
the Wooster puzzle.
Alsoreturningare Wendy Perkins,
Sarah Harrison, and Katie Doyle "96s.
r;
Perkins scored seven goals as a
Harrison had three goals; and
Doyle added one goal and five assists. This bio wiU be looked upon
to bolster this already formidible
offensive team.
Other key reuuTiees include Missy
Rice "94 and backs Larua Slingluff
.
.
and Betsy Shannon "95s.
'
According to Rose, " If Caroline
Robinson is healthy, and if we can
come together as a team early in the
season, we could have a very suc
cessful year."
first-yea-

race. I mink the Lions
a three-tea- m
win win it, though. With a revamped
offensive line in front of him, look
for Barry Sanders to have his best
year yet.
The Packers will also contend with
the big additions of Reggie White
and Mark Clayton as Brent Favre
works his way into the elite group of
QBs jn the league. The Vikings win
combine veteran talent with a great
bunch of rookies to make a run for
the division tide. Bears' fans wiU
have to be patient with new coach
Dave Waimstadt as he tries to keep
them out of the basement. That
shouldn't be too tough, though, as
the Bucs may be the worst team in
the NFC
NFC WEST: The San Francisco
49ers win win the division with ease.
Their superior talent should allow
them to win the whole NFC and
meet Miami in the SuperbowL The
Saints win finish a meaningless second, a remarkable feat without a teal
QB.
ofThe Falcons
fense wiU try to offset their
defense and keep them out
of the basement The Rams are
relying on big years from QB Jim
Everett and rookie RBJerome Bettis..'
to finish over .500.
high-power-

ed

low-power- ed

i
t !

9

photo by SARAH WALTON

Susan Bunch 9t advances down field as Alison Alexander "96 defends

Wooster Sports
Information Hotline
2161

263-20- 66
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The Scot voUej
team
upon last season's dismal showing

.1
!
Turning things
aroundJ will be the
chief objective of the College of
Wooster's volleyball team this fall.
but it will not happen overnight.
The Lady Scots, who finished
overall and ninth in die North
Coast Athletic Conference with an
0-- 8
mark last season, will have to
exercise patience as they try to rebuild the program.
Fortunately, four ofWooster's six
starters are back this year, including
Sarah Robertson. A highly moti-
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vated and aggressive player,

team-leadi-

STEPPING IN: Carrie Rose
will step in for Brenda Meese
as bead coach of the Scot Field
Hockey and lacrosse teams
,
this year. Meese is on leave,
finishing op her PhD.
t

28-mat-

The biggest personnel losses front

graduated.

In addition, Laura

Belluscio and Karin Lockwood are

Carol Oakleaf 97 strikes the ban over the s as Sarah Robertson 9
looks oa during a preseason voSerba3 practice. The Lady Scots are
looking for improvement over last years 3 l
not expected back this fall. Also, , Not only wfll a strong start boost
the Lady Scots' coiifidence, but it
junior Mary Smucker wifl be studywin also lift a huge burden off their
ing off campus.
"We obviously still have a kx of shoulders. Wooster brings a
losing streak into the 1993
room for improvement, but our atti- tnde has remained positive.'' said season, and thek first priority will be
Wooster head coach I Jnda Bush. 1 to put an end to mat skid.
am hoping that we can get off to a
Compiled wiA infonnationfrom
good start and really make some
1--

am

DeOrawand setter JoKcHonclL who

,

progress this

v

J

Intramural Sports Update

Newsservices
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Microsoft

basketbanteam. la addition,
Brad Hennegaa, a graduate of
Roanoake, wi3 assist Tim
Clark with the mea's lacrosse

ch

CHRIS HART RESIGNS: '
Scot basketban and tennis
coach Chris Hart has resigned
to pvsne a career In business.
In seven years at Wooster,
Hartiided the women's
basketbanteam to a record of
104-7-3
(55) and the
women's tennis team to a

Word 5.1

TEAM:

ALL-DECA-DE

Burk,

In

celebration of to lSth
anniversary th e North Coast
Athletic Conference has
teams
released its
for Cal sports, and The
CoSege of Wooster is weS
represented. Todd Fadx, Paul
Fleming, and Jason KeQey
were selected ia men's cross
conntry, whSe Patty Smanik
was the lone selection in
women's cross coantry. In
field hockey, Carissa Connor,
Carol Martin, and Jessica
an-deca- de

Intnassrsl

--

Nan

scftbcH cad soccer bess

Mcnday9Septssberl3.

Ononcvy
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Omdd restsrs end waiver fenss credss
Tbesday, Septenber 7.
Pfcsse send these to: V

DavePost
Box 2503

cr to Ccach Mocre fci the RE.C
Rcsters end Waivers are avsiLible in the inoin

cfnceoftheRE.C

vcrclon fo

cvcIIcblDfcr

esb.
C50,

cr best

offer!

SkornSknrTwert picked. In
footban, Brian Gmndisoa and
Brock Jones represented
Wooster. In voDeyban, Karen
Light was the only Wooster

For more
information,

contact tho

player caosea. Iaaaea's
soccer, Ianm Banda,Mphatso
NanrwaB, and Kirk Nenreher
were named, and in women's
soccer, Barbie Thompson and
Lisa Ha9 were honored.
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BiU McHcnry- - Men's AD

FAMILIAR FACES: Three
new assistants have been
added to Wooster's coaching
stafT, including two former
players. Tammy Barnes 93
win help Carrie Rose with the
Scot field hockey and lacrosse
teams, while Lisa Cabot '93
wQ assist with the women's

.
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nior defensive specialist Rachel
Johnson as wen as sophomore hitter
Jessica Viti, all of whom made
contributions in 1992.
last season are hitter Michelle

Coaches

aspotatmidSeld.

ng

sig-riific-

of Wooster
Directory of
Staff and

BAD BREAK: Sophomore
goalkeeper John Retzkrff (Bay
Vinage Bay) has broken the
same bone in tbe'same hand
.(right) for the second year in a
row. Fortunately, Retzloff is
versatile enough to play other
positions, and he will battle for

r

Robertson may literally hold the fate
of the Lady Scots in her own hands.
As a setter, Robertson's ability to
effectively move the ball around to
her hitters will be a key factor in
determining how much progress
Wooster can make this season.
The top returning hitter is another
sophomore-Briji- n
Boddy. Boddy
lead the team in kills with 182 last
season. She also had a
19 ace serves.
Joining Robertson and Boddy will
be senior hitter Erin Brisenius, who
hopes tocomeback strong after missing half of last season because of
mjury.andjunicrJenniferJuersrvich,
who was one of the Lady Scots
most improved players last year. ,
Other key returnees include senior captain Lara Horiszny and se-
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Voice Sports
Wooster
Women soccer looks ahead
Teds

Defense is name of the game for Scots;
Tucker looks for consistency in '93

to upcoming season

By

It has been said that teams win
with defense. If that statement holds
true, the 1993 College of Wooster-footbal- l
team will fare well. Coach
Bob Tucker's Fighting Scots return
nine defensive starters from last
year's team which posted a
overall record and finished fifth in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
with a -1
mark.
"Our defense is very solid. The
defense is the more solid of tbe two
units," stated Tucker.
Despite losing last year's leading
tackier, John Marcinek, the Scots
return a very solid defensive squad
for 1993. Linebacker Jamie Rubl
95, last year's second leading tackier with 89. will head up the Scots'
defense.
Other key defenders back from

...
f'--

MKE HOUSEHOLDER

f

3-6- -1

2-4-
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Pam Butler, S5, readies the ball during a Fighting Scot practice. The
practice paid oft, as the women's soccer team defeated Wilmington in
their season opener by a score of 0.
1--

By LAUREN COHEN

he said. With the experience of such
e
players as
seniorUsaHaH tending goaL Brown
is optimistic that the Wend of youth
and experience win prove to be successful for the Scots. In addition.
Brown said that the younger players
have added a greater element of
depth to the team.
Brown has two goals for the season. "We'd like to regain our spot at
the top of the conference, and to
make a return visit to nationals." He
believes these are realistic goals, if
the team can develop more of a
killer instinct.
Commenting on the Wilmington
game, Brown said that the team had
a good first half . but that because the
team had trouble taking some opportunities at the goal, the game was
harder than it had to be. Still, "I was
pleased to come, away with a victory," Brown said.
two-tim-

Finishing

in

137-1(6-- 2

is certainly

the-NCA-

Q

a respectable

record, bat Women's Soccer Head
Coach David Brown hooes that his
team can improve upon its record
from last year and make a return
appearance at nationals once all is
said and done this season.
.The Scots are already on their

way, with their

1--

0

defeat of

Wilmington on Wednesday.
Tbe next few weeks will really
test the ability of this team, however,
as four of their next six games are
against teams that went to the playoffs last year. "If we can get through
the next two weeks and still be afloat,
well have done very well," Brown
said, adding that regardless of the
tough schedule, "Well be competi-

tive."
With the loss of five seniors, this
year's women's soccer team is
young, but experienced, according
to Brown. "We've gotafairly young
team, but we've got a lot of talent,"

Ail-Americ-

tkc comet answer
wBlnceheSS.
Tbk week's question:

at

X-25-98

with

What was the last Big 10
football team to win the
national championship?

Davis "94. Tbe fifth spot on the line

39 tackles last season, while Sanders
recorded 32. Adamson had 34 tackles despite missing four games due
to injury.
Rounding out the returning defenders are a trio of linebackers:
Stuart Gordon "94 and Geoff Jamison
and Jon Long "96s. Also returning
for the Scots is defensive back James
Weaver 94.
The Scots' offensive situation is a
bit different The graduation of
record-settJohn Ramsier leaves a
gaping hole at the quarterback position.
The only returning signal caller

could be filled by either Chad
Stuckey "96 or Tony Humbert "96,
each of which saw action last year on

er

from last year's squad is

Jim

Smacker 96. Also expected to push
for the starting quarterback job is
Scott Amstutz "97, who was named
first-tea- m

all-regi- on

and

second-tea- m

last year are strong safety Dana
Kreeger "95, who finished third in
tackles with 78, tackle Bob Coma
"94, who had 74 tackles and three
sacks, end Kevin Ryan "94, who had
57 tackles, and cornerback Travis

all Ohio atRinman High School
in Orrville.
"Our offense was inconsistent last
year. We need to improve in mat
area," said Tucker.
On the positive side, four of the
five starting line are back from last

Booker "95 who had 50 tackles.
Also returning for the Scots on
defense are end. Matt Haas "95,
tackle Travis Sanders "96, and tackle

That group consists of center Mark
Berger "95 guards, Mark Webb and
Aaron Lear "94s, andr tackle Wayne

year

;

'

the offensive line.
- Wooster's receiving corps is solid
with wide outs Brian Wright and
Rick Fox returning for their senior
seasons.
Wright caught 42 passes for 564
yards last season while Fox caught
36 passes for494 yards. TimGargasz
"96, also the punter, should win the
starting tight end job. .
The running back positions are
also up for grabs. Returning are
Abdul Rashid, Mark Sous "96,
John Graebing "96, MattJarusinski
"96, and Scott Bentley 95.
These runners should all compete
for the vacant running back positions.
Rounding out the Fighting Scot
lineup is Seth Carpien "94, who win
resume his duties as the Wooster
kicker.
"We have high expectations for
this team," stated Tucker.
Following tbe annual Black and
Gold scrimmage tomorrow at John
P. Papp stadium, the Fighting Scots
foe
win open up at
Kalamazoo on September 11.
non-conferen-

ce

an

The Scots next game is this
evening against William Smith, last
year's number one team. Tbe game
begins at 5:00 p.m.

; .

1

.1
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The Fighting Scot football team runs a play during a preseason practice oa the Quad. The team is looking to
its defense this year to help it break tbe .500 mark. The footban team kicks off its season next Saturday at
Kalamazoo.
"

'

Men's Soccer:
The Wooster Invitational,
September 3--4
Saturday -- Hope College
Sunday DePauw University
(games begin at 230)

-

September 8 -- Mount Union (A)
(game begins at
4.-0-0)

:

'

"

-
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The Upcoming Week in Sports:

Sports Challenge:
The Sports CkaOengt km biwtekfy
ftaturt of tin Sports lectio. The
fint pmon la cmtt m Voice office

ToddAdamson'94. Haas registered

Men's and Women's
Cross Country:
September 3

.

- Oberlin (A)

VoueybaD:
September 4

Quote of the Week:

- Oberlin

-- Anderson

(game 1 begins at ,
game 2 follows)
Field Hockey.
September 4 DePauw
(game begins at 1:00)
September 8 Slippery Rock (A)

'Last year we were
consistently inconsistent'

12.-00-

Women's Soccer:

-

September 3 William S mith
(game begins at 5 :00)
September 8 Heidelberg
(game begins at 4:00)

-

--Head

Football Coach Bob
Tucker commenting on the
1992 Fighting Scotfootball

season.

--

